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1University of Tennessee Law LibraryOctober 1, 1931 - June 30, 1932
Thursday, Oct. 1. 19318 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Witham said that there would be no register this week and he hoped "before long to doaway with it altogether." Read articles for display in Journal of the Am. Judic. Soc. + Amer.bar ass'n Jour. Escorted Mr. Johnson, a freshman, around the library, explaining allarrangements to him.11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden11-12 Conference. Discussed present state of K.B.L.A. + Univ Law Lib. collections whichleaves us in uncertainty especially as to who is entitled to borrow in this transition stage.Discussed also whether to make students sign cards for shelves RR-5 (students texts) foruse in the room. Thought we might turn the desk around to make it easier to watch.Decided not to make it a point to put all Bar Lib books up at 5:30 + at 9:30 if rushed.Worked on lists for K.B.L.A. books. Mr. Witham asked Mr. Van Deventer to come Tues + seeabout those he wants to keep for himself. A box of books discarded by K.B.L.A. last summerbefore last (1930) but not discarded was brought from basement and contents listed. Inorder to give the data on duplication asked by Mr. Witham it is necessary to list all books inK.B.L.A. Lib. and describe marks of ownership, then get ownership of loaned books settled.9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30Worked on duplicate list of K.B. Lib. and U.T. books – also sorted out some of the loanbooks.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerQuite a crowd of freshmen on steps at 6.55. 10 steady users, including one girl, almost alleve.
2Friday, Oct. 2. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerWouldn't it be a good plan to post a notice to the effect that the library doesn't containtextbooks being used in freshman (or any other) class? We keep getting dismayed calls.Looked up prices of some law books for Mr. Bernstein. Mr. Moore told me last night thatnearly all the poor students in his class have been eliminated. Room about half full (mostlyfreshmen) 8 - 9 A.M. All students too busy to be shown library. Mr. Schumate is going to tryto get at U. of T. bookstore a pamphlet introd. to Finch's Register of land, by West Pub. Co.He has the impression that it is on Sale there. Mr. Warner had ordered entire collection forfreshmen class (cost 75¢). Called up Mr. Jourolomon + he promised to return his 39 K.B.L.A.vols. today.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellLike H. H. T, have had calls for text use as text-book in classes and very much surprised thatLibrary didn't keep them for students use (?) Worked on duplicates.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued to make cards + slips for books in K.B.L.A. Did all in section with Tenn. Codes.Finished correction of Sanford loan list and put it on Miss Long's list. So many in Lib. didnot change position of desk. Mr. McClure wanted to wait till he could get a man to help. P.S.At 5:20 he came in and he + I moved. Maybe not just right yet.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellWorked on duplicate list also helped some students a very good crowd using Library thisP.M.
Saturday, Oct. 3. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerPosition of desk seems an improvement if afternoon sun doesn't give trouble. Studentasked for pennies for ink money but couldn't find box. Miss English vehemently protestedagainst having to wait until noon for her reserve book as she lives in country + has onlyearly class. Called up Miss Baker + she declined to make an exception in her favor. Ruleshad been carefully explained but student failed to grasp them. Read shelves in R.R., Office +part of K.B.L. Received + put away the rest of Mr. Jourolomon's vast collection.
39 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellApropos of Miss English, last evening I had a siance [sic] with this young woman and fullyexplained the Library rules as regards taking out books and period allowed for keeping. Atthat time she also was very vehement in her protests to some of the requirements, thoughtin her case there should be exceptions. CFH reminded her that exceptions, where ruleswere made for so many, could not be for one and not for others, as she seemed to thinkthey should. Trust she is not going to be Bolshevic (?) in her attitude towards Libraryregulations. A roomful of students most of them new men. Helped several. So far very quiet.
Monday, Oct. 5. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished reading shelves of K.B.L.A. Truckman came. Mr. McClure says Miss Rochelle triedto get into library before 8 A.M. Helped Freshman find a King's bench case but he had hopedto locate a Canadian one. Also – later helped him locate another, and explained chart.Introduced a freshman to state repts. + explained arrangement. Practically entire freshmanclass here 10 - 11, including 4 girls but all studious.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellSeveral inquiring when "we will begin signing Library hours register"? Two old studentsusing Lib. Room well filled most of the students were second year men, helped several infinding citations. All very quiet and seem to be working well. Miss Baker phoned that thescrubbing of floor in R.R. would begin in the morning at 6 A.M. and that all doors leading into R.R. be kept closed and fastened until work was finished and floor dry. That all studentsbe served from office and stacks that books wanted from R.R. be gotten by desk attendant iffloor was so they could tip-toe over and not track, make students sign for books and theycould either use in alcove in stacks or take downstairs but not out of building. Asked CFH totell Mr. McClure to be on hands by 6 A.M. sharp.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMen brought over machine for floor cleaning. Helped several freshmen who had gottenmixed in their class citations and I showed them the Digest system of hunting up cases andpoints.
4Tuesday Oct. 6, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMen here at work on floor. Library studiers(?) at alcove table or in stacks. Miss Baker cameover at 9 A.M. to see room – said anyway it was getting cleaner if no better in generalappearance. Truckman came. At 10:45 Mr. McClure reported the R.R. dry enough for useand opened doors.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs R.R. was inaccessible until nearly 11, couldn't make many K.B.L.A. loan slips, but did thebest possible during time when not at desk.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellWorked on K.B. Lib. files. Mr. Van Deventer came about his list of books loaned and given toK.B. Lib. and found them all satisfactory. Some he will take others he gave to University.1:30 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGlad to have the Van Deventer books settled. Mr. McClure packed those he is to and Mr.Witham got U.T. truck to call for them tomorrow. Got pencil sharpener's place changed.Will get ink station changed to morrow if I can remember to bring a short screw driver. Mr.Witham says Mr. C. Smith authorized taking over all books loaned by him to K.B.L.A. asSec'y. Miss Long brought register to begin using tomorrow.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerVery few, mostly old students, using library.
Wednesday Oct. 7, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellSee register for Lib. hours has been put in Library. Looked to get stamp to put on someinformation asked by Miss Baker to have mailed to her and find Library is out of stamps.Room filled with students very quiet – here's hoping they'll continue so? Worked onduplicates but rather slow work when looking after desk and R.R.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on loan slips of K.B.L.A.
51 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFound stamps in wrong pocket of "work organizer." Probably put them there myself in ahasty moment. Will try to reform. Straightened up new book advt. on low desk shelves. Putnew material in two folders. Staff members might do well to take a look at contents to beinformed in case some are asked for. Have arranged one folder alphabetically by subject.Mr. McClure cleaned + moved ink station. Made up summary of book statistics for Sep. andcirculation + money statistics for Aug. + Sep. Attendance good – counted 30 at one time.Still 10 at 5 P.M. It is clear that most if not all the work on Bar Lib. books will have to bedone when not supervising, as students are going to be numerous enough to leave fewvacant moments – at least while they are new.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellQuite a good crowd. Put in a good portion of the evening attending to Miss English's manywants.
Thursday Oct. 8th 19318 - 11 C. F. HeiskellAs this was Legal Bibliography morning had only second year students in Library at earlyopening hour. See Law Lib. News is to be discontinued, that is the trouble with these smallpublications they get one well started in to taking them then they bust up. Understand mostof these small publications will be, or are going, to the wall owing to hard times. Truckmancame, took Van Deventer books – what a joy to be getting rid of these surplus old books.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWent down to Dean's office + worked on K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellStudents so far certainly are being faithful in Library attendance, a full house for afternoonand many books used – Restatement of Agency and Contracts very much in demand, manyon waiting list who did not get to use them up to closing time. Made notice fordressing-room etiquette as the floor +c looked as if pig had been in there in place ofstudents.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerQuite a crowd waiting for door to be opened and an instant demand for restatements. MissEnglish had been outside since 6, complaining bitterly that she loses an entire hour by thisarrangement. Every one extremely studious.
6Friday, Oct. 9. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerI wish there were more copies of re-statement of Contracts as the same mad scramblekeeps up. Student complained of ink well being empty.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMr. Witham sent up asking list of Van Deventer books left in Library as a gift – preparedone by K.B.L. duplicate list, which am leaving on desk for supervision as to correctnessbefore turning it over to Mr. Witham. Enjoyed Bulletin of A.L.A. especially the address on"The Librarians Opportunity" by Prof Phelps of Yale University.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShowed Miss Long that she had only to copy old letter with certain omissions to havecorrect list of Van Deventer gifts. Students many + very restless. From passing remarkjudged Mr. Witham had told them to finish up Lib. hours today. So they came to register,not to study. Also had Mr. Neil Spahr, R. Kennerly + another lawyer, whose face is familiar,+ Dr. Hamer. Miss Rochelle after a series of facial messages to other tables was told to keepher eyes on her book, attend to business or leave. Was quiet for a while then left. Reallynever have seen such universal restlessness + fidgets. Looked over some of HHT's cards butdid not accomplish much. It was Trusts in demand this P.M., instead of Agency + Contracts.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMiss English wanting to be told where every citation or case she had, asked her if she hadever been shown Library, said no – but also added she didn't want to be shown, preferredhaving books gotten for her. [margin note: Slight lapse from truth! H.T.] A good many usingLibrary.
Saturday, Oct. 10. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerTruckman came + left supplies downstairs.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellWorked on duplicates as there were not many students using Library this A.M.
7Monday, Oct. 12,19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerSaw Miss Greve Saturday p.m. + she spoke of girls who were studying law (one inparticular!) and requested library staff to keep her informed of any misbehavior on her (ortheir) part, not to overlook any bad conduct but to report at once as she wishes to keep tabon the situation. She requested me to tell the other members of staff. Large crowd but veryquiet. Mrs. Caldwell is going to try to find a copy of her husband's "Bench + bar ofTennessee" to present to law library. At noon made some K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Wilson and [Sleeten?] Conf-room 1:30 – . Mr. Witham asked if a certain young lady –who actions in Lib. have already been called to our attention, gave any trouble at all to besure to let him know. " 'nough said" Think most of the Law College following used Lib.this afternoon so crowded was room. All very quiet.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellNot as many as afternoon, still a good attendance.
Tuesday October 13th 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMostly second year men using Library this A.M. Worked on duplicates.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. loan slips.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellWorked on duplicate slips finished first lot turned over to me.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenChecked up HHT's cards while C. F. H. supervised reading room. Caught up on these.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMessrs Eldridge Stone + Headman worked in Conference room 7 - 9.30. also Clements +Stivers. A large crowd.
8Wednesday Oct. 14,19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellPut step-ladder to close space at desk-shelves as they insisted on coming thru that smallopening. Miss Long brought up Fletcher on Corporation forms, but found no charge slip forit? Finished duplicate slips up to this A.M. Truckman came just about leaving time. Very fewstudents in from 11 - 12 A.M. Mr. Wilson Conf. room 12 – .9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips for K.B.L.A.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on K.B.L.A. cards; Took pity on some ragged student books + coated their backswith glue – not proper to do it in Lib. time of course but didn't take long; Miss Luttrell camefor Tenn. historical items. Was interested in the Tenn. Supreme Ct article in Green bag + iscoming again to look at other vols. Wilson in Conf. room 3:00 (about, after Moot Court);Smith + Foster in trouble with a bottle of Skrip. No books spattered and Mr. McClure cameat once to wipe up table + floor. Room full – well behaved.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd.
Thursday, Oct. 15. 19318 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Steinmetz brought his class in legal bibliography to examine Shannon's Code.9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30Worked on finances of K.B. Lib. for Mr. Witham, caught up with duplicate slip.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on K.B.L.A. cards.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerUsual studious crowd. Miss Williams, Main lib., called up in regard to some K.B.L. repts. for1931 but as I had a room-ful of students didn't think it wise to look up matter and askedher to call up again this A.M.
9Friday, Oct. 16. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerMade slips for K.B.L.A. vols. Miss Williams called up to enquire if K.B.L.A. had Acts of 1931.Could have been answered last night if I had grasped that that was a she desired – but asroom was pretty full, I probably did better to ask her to wait. Intel. test conducted 10 - 11.Messrs Moore and Smith, J. Daestrom, Shumate, Dye in Conf. room during this period.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellTook H. H. T. place at desk until Intel. test was ended 11:30.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Witham phoned a request that the restatements be handed out from desk and signedfor + later Mr. Blackard brought up Agency 5 + Agency Explanatory notes. 5 to be chargedwhen in use and not to be taken from room. Posted pockets on outside of boxes and madecards which I think will do for charging. It "grieves me sore" to give up space to them whichwe need for our own work. J.J. Clarke signed off 5:00 – Wasn't in room shortly after 4 northen after. Reported to Mr. Witham.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Oct. 17. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerWorked a little on K.B.L.A. slips. As we had been told that visiting alumni might inspect thelibrary, tidied up a little.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly two visitors of the "Home-coming" crowd to visit Library.
Monday, Oct. 19.19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips for K.B.L.A. vols. Quite a number asking for Restatement on Agency.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellAsked Mr. Witham if Library should let the students take out the Re-statements for overnight and weekends – he said he saw no reason why they should not take them out same asother student texts – just make them sign up for both use in Library as well as overnight.Thought tho', that Mr. Blackard's copies should be kept strictly for Library using unless hegave permission for them to be taken out. A large Library attendance this afternoon.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd of quiet studious Library users.
Tuesday Oct. 20" 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellCame fifteen minutes too early.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. slips. Conference room used by Mr. Smith 12-20.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellTook charge of R.R. while E. L. O. worked in stacks all quiet and studious. Took care ofPocket Cum. Supp. to U.S. Anno Code.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTruckman came. Worked on K.B.L.A. slips. A student (not law) wanted something onconstitutionality of Scopes case. Gave him Ind. to legal period. He found a number of entriesunder constitutional law + one in Table of cases under Scopes. He may come again so I tellall this. Mrs. Clemens sent Apr. 28, 1931 issue of U.S. Repts Adv. sheets which she says willcome hereafter. C. F. H. made a periodical check card for them. It is in an envelope at end ofU.S. Reports at present.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerChanged nos. in C.J.S. Large number and many demands.
Wednesday Oct. 21, 19317:45 - 12 C. F. HeiskellLooked for key to ink-well to attach pen-wipe, but failed to find them. Last year they werekept in ink money box(?) Busy morning looking after the many students wants.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished changing marks nos. in C.J.S. Made slips for the K.B.L.A. vols. in Dean's office, andstacks. Had to report to Mr. Witham a student (Mr. Clarkis) cheating on his time last night.
11
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFound ink-station key had been left in box with filling-apparatus. Put it back withink-money + fixed wiper. Emptied paste into small jar + took big jar away. Worked onK.B.L.A. books. Put Aptitude marks under schedule which is under glass on desk – handybut hidden.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMany using Library.
Thursday, Oct. 22, 19318 - 11 C. F. HeiskellMr. Steinmetz held his class in Library, certainly does disarrange tables to say nothing ofbooks. Messrs Dye and Moore Conf, room 8:25 - 9 A.M. From 9 - 11:30 room filled withfreshmen. Many wants to attend to.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellA large crowd and many books in use.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerRoom almost full all the evening.
Friday, Oct. 23. 19318 - 11 H. H. Turner9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
12
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTruck came. A Mr. Thomason came to borrow a Bar Lib. stamp book. He was here sometime ago presenting a certificate of transfer of stock from Cates + asking whom to present itto. Told him, officers of the Ass'n, Powers or Hudson. He said today he didn't know justwhere he stood as he hadn't found yet what to do with it. Said I'd ask + let him know whenhe returns the book. Have clipped a memo to the charge as a reminder. Mr. Witham says heis the one to see to it. On Thurs. there will be a meeting in his office to dissolve thecorporation. I got H. Cormick's address + Mr. Witham will write about his loans. Said Thurs.would be a good time to get Mr. Powers to see about his. Miss Long came up with "loaned"lists. Told her I would check them up in Mr. Witham's office Tues. afternoon. Exchangedboxes for the K.B.L.A. cards + slips, putting finished one in big box, slips in smaller.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Oct. 24. 19318 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellA larger crowd in Library than usual on Saturday morning.
Monday, Oct. 26. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Pike Powers Jr. to use Tenn. appeals repts. A student from Main library to useShannon's constitution of Tenn. + Code. He is working on his thesis. Not as many studentsas usual.
Tuesday, Oct. 27, 19318 - 9 C. F. HeiskellMessrs DeLozier and Strauss Conf. room 10:15 - 10:45.
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10 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. slips. Mr. Smith in Conf. room 12.10 – .2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellTook charge of R.R. while E. L. O. checked cards in Dean's office.1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]Worked on K.B.L.A. slips. Checked them with letters of gift received in Mr. Witham's room.A puzzling citation disclosed that a v. 2 of Tenn. Public Acts was pub. in 1925 in pam. formneither in K.B.L.A., nor in Univ. Law Lib. nor in Main Lib. Mr. Witham wrote Sec'y of Statefor it + N.B. Morrell who happened in offered to make inquiry in town where he thoughtcopies might be had. A copy is in County court office. Brought some slips + some ruledcards.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd and much using of books especially by Law Rev. Board students.
Wednesday, Oct. 28, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Bolb, Gordon and DeLozier Conf. room 10 - 10:15.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade slips for State bar ass'n proc. belonging to K.B.L.A.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on K.B.L.A. slips.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA few, very few in Library.
Thursday, Oct. 29. 19318 - 12 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Steinmetz held class in library. Mr. Witham authorized Mr. McClure to take down silverloving cup from upper shelf in current period. section to have additional engraving. Mr.Gordon in Conference room 8.30 - 8.55.
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9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30Mr. Hudson most of the morning getting help in straightened out in his K.B.L. Ass accountswhich he had gotten all mixed up in, fortunately C. F. H. keeps hers accurately. Mr. Withamsent up the pamphlet Vol. 2 of Tenn. 1925 Acts, also letter from Sec. of State saying of itsmodifications in Code.11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden(Meeting of K.B.L.A. held for dissolving the corporation). Worked on slips for K.B.L.A. SawMr. Powers came in. Miss Baker came. (See also entry for Friday P.M.)7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMany in and unusual restlessness. Some didn't even pretend to study.
Friday, Oct. 30, 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerUnfounded rumor about a holiday. No classes seem to be going on. John Morrell, analumnus used library. Conference room used by Messrs Foster + Smith 8.30 – . Had so muchsupervision owing to holiday crowd that I couldn't work on slips.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellCertainly a restless set of Library users. First time this session have there been troubleswith talking and visiting from table to table and had to be called down. Suppose thenon-conducting, as I understand, of classes has something to do with all this restlessness.Later Mr. Blackard said that the Law College was conducting classes but over at Hill theywere not. Two students from U.T. using Library, mostly Codes wanted.
15
1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker came yesterday afternoon and stayed till 5:30 so there was not time to make afull report at Conference Thurs. Miss Heiskell read us the form of contract between theKnoxville Bar Lib. Ass'n and the list of members entitled to use books in Bar Lib. under thenew regulations and Mr. Witham also made statement that those whose names were givenus were to be admitted to Bar Library on the same terms as members of the K.B.L.A.heretofore except that we would not have to consider arrears in dues. We asked aboutwhether Knoxville lawyers not privileged to use Bar Library were to be given free use ofUniv. law library as customary heretofore. He said that ought not to be done unless theypaid fees. That it would be better to bring up such questions as occasion arose and decidethem gradually. Worked on K.B.L.A. slips. Miss Baker came in about 5. Remarked ourreaders looked studious (and they did) and a fair number present. She remarked thatseveral looked up toward our group + I took occasion to say they were not accustomed tohear talking in the Lib. We told Miss B. about the retirement of 207 S.W. and she approved.We showed what we were doing with K.B.L.A. cards + she seemed to approve. That's all Ithink, omitted on Thurs. Truckman came. Mr. Reischling wanted to use Bar Lib. I said nottill he got his name put on list. He said How much would it be? I said he'd have to ask Mr.Witham + he said he would. He went away after using the reporters for a while. C.F.H.reported he had done the same thing this A.M. Put Restatement: Property with the others.It is asked for as "Real property." Thought I'd finish a revised "Dup." list but Mr. H. broughta letter + asked me to check Bender's list of books exchangeable for advt. + after huntingdates of pub. + reviews of some of them, had little time left. Found nothing on the list verydesirable except Virginia Colonial Reports, 1728 - 1742 in 2 v. Then Mr. Witham brought itback + asked to have it kept in folder with others. So we are just where we were before.Miss Long brought new typed list of users of Bar Lib. Took $1.85 ink money to give MainLib. + am asking for Nov. supplies. 1 package slips; 1 package blank envelopes (for notes toMain); 1 bottle ink for filling station.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Oct. 31. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerMade slips for K.B.L.A. vols.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
16
Monday, Nov. 2.19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerTruckman came but didn't leave checks. Maybe they are in Mr. Witham's office. Made slipsfor K.B.L.A. vols. Expressma Parcel postman brought new Code which I sent to Main libraryfor cataloging.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Wilson Conf. room 1:45 – . Clark, Criminal Law, Bogert on Trusts, returned fromBindery but couldn't find list to check off – wasn't in "Charges" as formerly(?) An usuallylarge crowd of students and many book used and put up.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly 5 in Library, guess they were resting from afternoon crowd and work.
Tuesday November 3, 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell2 - 5Much help wanted this A. M. Also some work on books turned over to University by K.B.Lib. Ass’n – so when H. H. T. came asked her to take charge of R.R. as Mr. Witham wasanxious to get this work done as soon as possible.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook charge of desk while C. F. H. toiled on her task. Did some K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorke don list of books in Bar Lib. Sent 9 Proc. Amer. Law Inst for cataloging.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Nov. 4, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellAfter H. H. T. came worked on K.B. Lib books list and got it in shape to turn over to Mr.Witham for Miss Long copying.9 - 1 [H. H. Turner]Worked on K.B.L.A. slips.
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1 - 5:30 [E. L .Ogden]Worked on K.B.L.A. slips. Started to Main Lib. Vattel’s Law of nations, 1820 ed. MissWilliams asked me to send it for keeps. Miss Baker wants to try to get up an exhibit oftextbooks used in the early days of U. of T. + this is one.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good many students in using Library
Thursday Nov. 5, 19318 - 9 C. F. HeiskellMr. Steinmetz had class in Library. Called up and tried to get Mr. Hughes for waste-paper,but he is not in business and Central told me his phone had been taken out. Also called upothers but no one is buying waste paper now. Mr. McClure said he was going to see if hecouldn’t find a buyer. A large crowd of students in R.R. from 9:45 - 10:45 and during thattime Miss Baker paid the Lib. A visit and was most approving (?) of the numbers and quiet,studious air of Lib. everyone attending to work in hand.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Baker made enquiries about work on slips for K.B.L.A. Showed them + explained them1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellPaul Goddard Conf-room 1:30 - 2:15. Mr. Johnson of Maryville worked in Library most ofafternoon a goodly crowd of students also.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerHelped several freshmen find cases in English reports.
Friday, Nov. 6. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerFinished K.B.L.A. slips in Dean’s office +c. Read articles in Am. bar ass’n journal. Nov.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMr. Ambrose from J.H. Anderson office to look up some cases for Mr. Anderson.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTruck man came. Brought new Code – put in immediate use. Also brought new U.T.Directory so took old one out of desk drawer. Worked on list of dups. for Mr. Witham.
18
7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Moore Conf-room 7:45 – . More students than usual for Friday night. All quiet andworking.
Saturday, Nov. 7. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerWorked on K.B.L.A. list9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellAs there is a (supposed (?)) mild football game this P.M. more students in Library thanusual on Saturday mornings. In reading shelves am sorry to report that v. 1 of Williston onC ontracts is missing. As it is remembered distinctly by me that it was in place on Thursdaythe 5th as it was much in demand by different students and both it and stack-room copy hadto be circulated by desk attendant in such a given time. So between that afternoon at 5:30closing time and this A.M. it has disappeared. Also read text-book shelves in stack-roomand took occasion to begin to get them in order again as there was much mixing upoccasioned, I guess by the [reordering?] of some – will finish later.N. B. – Have just suddenly remembered pulling up Williston last evening as it was the onlybook on table in back of room. Oh! joy while attending to reserves some one slippedWilliston back.
Monday, Nov. 9. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerMessage from Dean Massey’s office that all classes would be suspended after 10 A.M.Wednesday for the rest of the day. Later, had this confirmed by Miss Baker so put upnotices accordingly. Worked on K.B.L.A. list for Mr. Witham. Large number in library.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Moore in Conf-room 2 P.M. - 5:30. A great many using Library this afternoon.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell5 in Library this evening.
Tuesday November 10 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
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10 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished list. Mr. Witham in Conf. Room 12.20 – .2 - 5 C. F. HeiskelTruckman came.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished list of duplicates in Bar + in Univ. Law Libraries and gave to Mr. Witham. Theoriginal copy is in bottom section of work organizer in middle right drawer of desk. No ofvols duplicated (counting those in Mr. Witham’s office but not the Sanford or Cornick loans)Tennessee material 393 v.Annotated series of reports 591 v.State + Fed. Rpts, Stat +c. 320Encycl., digests, dicts. 334Periodicals, Bar Ass’n. Rpts +c 51Text books + treatises 137Total 1826and a good many of these we shall need 2 cops of.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Nov. 11, 19318 - 10 C. F. HeiskellOnly two or three in Lib. Had to speak to Miss R— again.9 - 10 H. H. Turner
Wednesday [sic, should be Thursday], Nov. 12. 19318 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Moore is in Conf-room 8.15 - 9 –. Mr. Steinmetz conducted his legal bibliography,lecturing on use of S.W.9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30Straightened up text-book shelves in Section 1 in Stack room so as not to look so ragged asthey have since some of the “loaned books” have been taken out.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenConference 11 - 12, not much to report. Mr. Witham said on Tues. that Miss Baker, Lawfaulty + Law Lib would have to get together + decide what duplicates to keep. Staff thinksA.L.R. would be well to have 2 cops but not of L.R.A. nor Trinity set.7 - 9.30 H.H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 13. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford slips.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMr. Wilson Conf. room 12 - 5:301 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on cards – which hadn’t touched for many weeks.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Chas. Moore in Conf-room 7 P.M.
Saturday, Nov. 14. 19318 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly three using Library.
Monday, Nov. 16. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford slips. A lawyer Mr. Anderson wanted to talk to Miss Heiskell about hisK.B.L.A. dues. He worked also on state repts. A man who wanted to discuss repairing lawbooks. Sent him to Main lib. A lawyer from Athens Tenn. (alumnus) visited library + greatlyadmired additional equipment + facilities.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Goddard Conf-room 3 P.M. Many students making up for Friday and Saturdays let downI guess.
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Tuesday Nov. 17, 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford slips.2 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished with cat cards + all the little notes Miss Bergen has sent down for some monthspast. Truckman came. Mr. Moore + Parks in Conference room 1:40 - 5:307 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. McClure had engine trouble and didn’t arrive until 6.57. Visited with a bevy of youths +Miss Rochelle on steps.
Wednesday Nov. 18th 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell9 - 1 H. H. TurnerChanged nos. in Tenn Senate + House journals. Worked on Sanford loan slips.4 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R. while E. L. O. was at faculty meeting1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt 4 attended fac. meeting with Miss Baker + Law Fac. (Judge Jones absent) to go over dup.list + see what was to be kept. They decided to keep nearly everything.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellQuite a crowd for the night session.
Thursday November 19th, 19318 - 11 C. F. HeiskellMr. Steinmetz class in Lib.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford loan slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 20.19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerRead shelves in stacks + libr. office. Truck man came.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellQuite a bit of upset on part of 1st year men over exam on Domestic relations.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCopied notes made at staff meeting Wednesday, and Mr. Witham going over them with meto be sure they were correct. He modified suggestions for disposal of Tenn. material bysaying all of it ought to be kept in building up to 5 cops. so as to start an office set for eachfaculty member. He had mentioned something of the sort at the meeting but was lessdefinite about no. of cops. + wanting to start it now. Mr. Witham said he [entry ends]7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd
Saturday, Nov. 21. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerFinished reading shelves.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Nov. 23. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. PikePowers removed 6 vols. he had loaned to the K.B.L.A. (ie 3 Chancery + 3 Shannon’sCases Tenn)1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday November 24, 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford loan slips in Dean’s office + in stacks. Read “The jurist’s art,” Columbialaw review, XXXI, 7 - by Walter Hamilton of Yale law school.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMr. Buhm of Agr. Dept. to look up law on cotton legislation. A Mr. Hartman brought hisstenographer and used Library with Mr. Witham’s permission1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on slips for Sanford loan books. On Sat. Miss Baker said she would send boxes intowhich to put books it was decided not to keep on the Law Library shelves. She could havespace for them to be by themselves and work with them. Boxes to be numbered as theyleave here and so the books can be shelved as they come. Tennessee material is excepted –not to be treated until Miss Baker + Mr. Witham confer. Mr. W. says he doesn’t want booksin his room to go to Main Libr – but wait there until disposed of. Boxes came later this P.M.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Wednesday Nov. 25, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTelephone for borrowed book by lawyers – all wanted them renewed.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford slips.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on slips for Bar. Lib. books.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellNot a student in and at 9 P.M. C. F. H. got word to close up and leave and not burn any moreelectricity.
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Friday, Nov. 27. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerFinished Sanford loan slips.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellFind we’ll have to be more careful in replacing the Restatements in their respective boxes,have found on several occasions Contracts had been put in Conflicts of Law, Torts in Trustsand this A. M. had quite a hunt for no. 1 of Agency and finally located it among the copies ofTrusts.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiscellaneous.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd, making up for Wednesday night vacancy.
Saturday, Nov. 28. 19318 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Nov. 30. 19318 - 1 H. H. Turner1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellA large crowd using Library and books7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellAn unusually large crowd for evening.
Tuesday Dec. 1st 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttended to statistics. Packed 10 boxes with dups. to go to Main Lib. Sent Started to MissBaker a note asking about Xmas holidays. Talked with Miss Baker Monday – Will write it upto morrow.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to desk calls. Mr. Witham sent up Christmas holiday notice. Worked on verifyingduplicates lists.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Dec. 2, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. DeLozier Conf-room 10:30 – . Worked on lists of slips and inventory lists.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerTruckman came. Made biog. + portrait slips for Supreme Court of Tenn. article in The Greenbag v. 5.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTruck did not bring empty boxes or take away packed ones. Sorted out dups of state barass’n pubs. Took Univ. set of N.Y. Chancery Repts to Bar Lib in place of set removed forsending to Main; transferred Sanford books to case where Amer + Engl. Cycl. was (nownumbered 4) so as to have vacant stack section to use for sorting.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Dec. 3. 19318 - 12 H. H. TurnerAttended Mr. Steinmetz’ Legal bibl. class. Conf. room used by Messrs Moore + Carrawayduring that hour. Did some por. + biog. slips for the green bag articles on the Supreme courtof Tenn.9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellConference, worked on duplicates.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMore work on duplicates.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt conference went over matters touched on by Miss Baker at Main Lib. last week. MissBaker phoned about holidays. Suggested Library be open Mon. Tues. Wed., Dec. 21-23 andDec. 28-30, 9 - 12 a.m. if it suited others. Suggested having notice put in newspaper (assending individual notices was too expensive) and posting notices as soon as we were sure.Mr. Witham said don't publish as it will be expected of us hereafter for everything if webegin now. Just post notice at front of building and in Lib. + call attention of all who come.She phoned again to ask us if a bound vol. of S.W. citations is delivered here to comparewith Aug no. + see if it contains more. Worked on U.S. Daily + other rearrangements.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Dec. 4. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerTruckman came for boxes. Made biographical slips for Supreme court judges of Tenn. in thegreen bag v.5. Students are anxiously enquiring about time and rules for holiday reserves.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellWorked on duplicates.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenPosted notices about open hours in holidays. Leave it to C. F. H. + HHT to decide aboutreserves. Told Mr. Stivers I thought probably next Wed. but would leave it to you to postnotice tomorrow – whatever day you think best.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Dec. 5. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerMade notices for hours for making Xmas reservations.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellSpoke to Mr. Witham about taking out Restatements of the different subject for Christmasholidays. He said not to let any one student have one out for the whole period but theymust be returned when Lib. opened on certain date, even if they were taken out of townthey must be mailed so as to reach Library on date specified. Read shelves all booksaccounted for, tho Mr. Warner returned some that had no charges recorded (?).Schedule for book reserves:
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1st year students 9 - 10 A.M.2 “ ” 11 - 12 “3 “ ” 10 - 11 “
Monday, Dec. 7. 19318 - 1 H. H. Turner1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came. Very few in Library the first part of afternoon but later filled up.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA very good crowd.
Tuesday December 8th 19318 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade biog. slips for Green bag articles on Supreme court of Tennessee.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R. Worked on verification of duplicate lists. Many books used.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenPacked boxes of dups.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Dec. 9, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellGave up most of the morning to student reserves, think have so far kept them straight.[Here’s ?] a most orderly crowd - more so than ever before.9 - 1 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly 7 students in Library during the evening.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted Thursday, Dec. 10. 19318 - 12 H. H. TurnerAt the dinner last night in honor of Mr. Dreury (formerly an officer of A.L.A. now librarianof Nashville Carnegie library here on a tour of inspection) Miss Baker told H. HT that ifthere were time for it, she would bring the honored guest to the law library. Miss Harriskindly presented us with some of the table decorations to dress up for his coming whichwere turned over C. F. H. the artistic member of staff. Talks at dinner most helpful. Willreport at staff meeting conference. As Mr. McClure hadn't time, did some cleaning up ofdesk +c. Sorry not to get all ink spots off, but did my best. Messrs John + Norman Morrellworking on case.9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellStill verifying slips of duplications.1:30 - 5:30 [C. F. Heiskell]Looked after R.R. while E. L. O. worked in Stacks shifting.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenPacked more boxes of dups.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerEvening enlivened by visit of a bat. Mr. Blackard + almost all students joined in getting himout.
Friday, Dec. 11. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerHave been reading regulations in regard to back fines and wish to call attention of staff tofact that Mr. Dalstrom can take out no more books until his fine is paid. Spoke to him again,and he said we were more worried about it that he was! but that he would pay beforeXmas. Does the rule of reporting to Main Lib. within a week have to be enforced in thisinstance?
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9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMr. McClure replaced burned out lamp in R.R. and C. F. H. asked him if he was going to haveChristmas tree for his little girl and if so that we three Librarians decided at our Conf. onyesterday not to put up the little tree we one time had for Library and had said if he wantedto use it he could, he was greatly pleased and ask to get it down and take it and the lightinghome for his wife to see, said he'd take good care of it and return it safe in both eventsusing or not using.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished slips for boxes 21-30 just packed + phoned Miss Baker they are all to be sent atpresent. Other dups. are to be decided about – whether to keep or not. Will take slips toMiss Baker tomorrow. Also a count of shelves which she asked for yesterday. Asked her togive HHT slips to bring to morrow. Otherwise would have to cut some from waste paper(didn't tell her that). Gave Mr. Witham the extra cop of U.T. students' directory as he hadnot succeeded in getting one for his office.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Dec. 12. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerDidn't see Miss Baker yesterday.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came, but didn't take boxes.12:20 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenCame to bring slips. Found Libr. locked so opened it again + kept open till regular closingtime. Hope C. F. H. isn't sick. Must have been something serious to close before time is up. Inotice HHT's question about Dalstrom's fine. I suppose it will not do to make Wed. a finaldate with him. Tell him if not paid then, will report.
Monday, Dec. 14. 19318 - 1 H. H. TurnerMany readers + users of State repts. Helped 2 students find English cases. Read "RogerBrooke Taney", by Chief Justice Hughes in Amer. bar ass'n journal, v. 17, no. 12.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellNo, E. L. O, C. F. H. was called for an important matter of business, not sickness, and as allreserves were attend to, and all students gone from Lib and building didn't leave here until12: and as no one was in bldg – could leave no word. Trust this is satisfactory, and youneedn't bothered to've stayed. Mr. Farrar Conf. room 2:30 – .7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerAs C. F. H. kindly consented to change nights, I have taken Monday instead of Tuesday eve.as usual.
Tuesday December 15, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Farrar and Goddard in Conf. room working on Law Review publication. Truckmancame, spoke to him about taking boxes said he'd send Mr. Johnson over for them.10 - 1 H. H. Turner2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R. and desk. Mended some and did odds and ends.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMore sorting of books.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMuch using of Tenn. Rept. this P.M. also Law Rev. verifying of cases cited.
Wednesday, Dec. 16, 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellOnly one student in at 1st Library hour. Helped Moot Court member find law as toLegislature and its member, election of same and so on.9 - 1 H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished shifting old Bar Lib. treatises for the present. I think all the old treatises are sortednow and distributed thus: Subject arrangement, Sec. 2. Some not amenable to subjectarrangement, Sec. 3; One shelf-ful of duplicates (Sanford Loan), bottom shelf of Sec. 4. Havemarked all cards with present location. There are no old treatises on top of stacks or in Mr.Witham's room.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellNeglected to note that truckman came for boxes of book to take to Main Lib. – also broughtsome empty one, that not being able to get in touch with Miss Baker, sent back all except 2that C. F. H. thought if needed might be here.
Thursday Dec. 17th 19318 - 12 C. F. HeiskellHelped students with some citations that to them seemed obscure. Mended a few books.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Baker, thinking we were in Conference, paid a call and inspected things generally. Shesaid the empty boxes had better go out in the hall; and that it was a mistake having themsent down. She also said that if we came across any Tenn. material dated prior to 1830 tosend it to Main Lib. where a collection is being made. She went in Conference room andthought there was room for quite a few vols. She wants H. H. T. to start a new scrapbookindex after the holidays as there is a vol. waiting. She admired the ferns very much. Only afew boys were here and they very studious.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellSorry all three (3) of us didn't get to see Miss Baker.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Ed Dalstrom started a game of dice ordered him to either stop or leave the room. Chosethe former.
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Friday, Dec. 18. 19318 - 11 H. H. TurnerForgot to mention that Miss Baker inspected the case stand on top of catalog case andseemed a little surprised not to see a current periodical!1. Shall the vols. already loaned to lawyers be allowed out to extend during the holidaysand whose duty is it to renew them?2. If Mr. Dalstrom's fine isn't paid by 11 a.m. today when H. H. T. goes off duty, will someother member of staff report same to Main library as it must be attended to today? Readshelves in stacks and libr. office. Will finish tomorrow.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellShould think now that all books for circulation are the property of University Library that itis the provence of each Law Librarian to see that such books are returned. As for thoserecorded on register as being taken out by lawyers C. F. H. has already called up as toreturns. Would suggest that it be recorded in "the minutes of the day" when such duty hadbeen performed. Regards current periodical on display Cat. stand, the no. displayed therehad been removed by Mr. Witham for reference in Office.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. E. Dalstrom came in and repeated that he "would pay to-day" but went off withoutdoing it. On his word, I did not call up Main Lib. After letting Miss Rochelle sign forCaruthers discovered that the B and C reserve slips were not in alphabetical order.Straightened some others too but better look and beware. Cleared off some of the pams.that have been waiting on the bottom shelf. Not many in but these very busy, mostly lawreview work. Am taking key to be ready for next Wed.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. E. Dalstrom came and paid fine. One of the students brought in famous Am. JurySpeeches by Hicks, said he found in downstairs – as the card was in it, looks like someonewas slipping it out. Only 4 students using Lib.
Saturday, Dec. 19. 19318 - 10 H. H. TurnerFinished reading shelves. Glad the young gentleman paid his fine!! Straightened books andtidied things up as a farewell to 1931. Truckman didn't come up but student brought 3advance sheets + a communication from Callaghan which had been left downstairs.
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9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellJust a scattering (very scattering) few in Library. Stayed until 12:45 letting books be takenout.
Monday, Dec. 21. 19319 - 12 H. H. TurnerStudents very studious and industrious. Did some tidying up. Truckman came with checks.Mr. Morrell. Messenger from Mr. Charles Smith. 10 students. Mr. Blackard. Call from E. L. O.Mr. Morrell wanted to take out a S.E. reporter over night. Called up Miss Baker and she saidNO. He stated that Mr. Witham told him that members of the K.B.L.A. were to have thatprivilege and she said that was an error on his part!!
Tuesday, Dec. 22" 19319 - 12 C. F. HeiskellOne lawyer wanting books another to use Library and three (3) industrious students.
Wednesday Dec. 239 - 12 E. L. OgdenHave found a frame for a desk calendar (daily) to keep with register. Will fix it up nextWednesday to be ready for the new year. Called up Mr. Lunsford to tell him that the"unsuperseded" number (official draft) of Contracts Restatement is here while the one hehas is superseded. It is really important that the desk attendant write in the "Restatement"number each time on the same line as the signature. If card is left on desk signed, deskattendant should go to user + find out number + write it in. It would be better for the deskattendant to get out number wanted herself, and not let students handle the boxes, butoccasionally, at busy moments, this cannot be prevented. Mr. Mann came down in answerto phone to Lunsford + got "Contracts, Restatement Official draft" returning the supersededcop. Phoned Mr. Craig about his Restatement, due today + as it had not been asked for,renewed till Dec. 28. Had 2 lawyers, 4 students.
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Monday, Dec. 28, 19319 - 12 H. H. Turner7 students1 “ from Yale2 faculty
Tuesday, Dec. 29, 19319 - 12 C. F. HeiskellApropos of other Statements recorded as Re-Statements. When this desk attendant hasbeen on duty she has been careful to record all nos. and copies of such as being taken out,tho she had found when coming on duty it had not been done – as to Mr. Lunsford's takingout the suspended copy of Contracts it was of his own volition as his friend Mr. Mann hadsigned up for the official draft – but to the time of 12.45, Dec. 19, when C. F. H. closed Lib –he, Mr. M. hadn't shown up. As Rest. on Covenants of Title is a K.B. Lib book it comes nocard and this slip written and signed by Mr. Dye and stamped Dec. 19" was its card ofcirculation. This is the way we have always done when one of these books was withdrawn.All books that students withdraw from Stack-room was on the Deans, Mr. Witham's rulingto C. F. H. The same thing applied to Mr. Bernstiens [sic] withdrawal of Re-Statement ofConf. of Law. 8 in Library.
Wednesday, Dec. 30, 19319 - 12:00 E. L. OgdenHung calendars and cleaned up desk (more or less) – would have been more but time didnot permit. 6 students here. Last entry for the old year! Prosperous New Year to all! ToldMr. Witham we would offer to faculty members all big calendars rec'd hereafter as Lib isprovided.
Monday, Jan. 4. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook in all the returns. Tidied up shelves, + straightened vols. Read secs. 4, + 5 + Displaycase. Mr. DeLozier said he found Spencer more valuable than any more recent treatise onsurety ship! 4 failures to return on time. See note. (Mr. Witham wants Mr. Bernstein's fineexcused so I scratched him from list).
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1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellSuch a beautiful day to start in our work for 1932 after a nice rest – here's hoping the restof our Law School term in 1932 will be as pleasant as that of 1931. Quite a goodly numberin Library. Truckman came.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly 4 in Library for evening work and 3 of them left by 8:30 leaving 1only to stay untilclosing time.
Tuesday January 5, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. Johnson brought Bigelow on Torts this A.M. - but as Miss Baker had left instructionswith H. H. T. as to it, told him it would be taken up later by Miss B's instructions. Mr.Witham brought up exam. schedule which C. F. H. posted.10 - 1 H. H. Turner2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellDid not get to look at Wilson Bulletin until this afternoon and congratulate H. H. T. on herRugby article, so concise and informative. Also congratulate Law Rev. of U.T. Law Collegeon their first number of T.L. Rev. since it has become the official publication of T.B. Ass'n.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote up statistics – Circulation, fines, ink money, accessions. Mr. Farrar brought in thearticle sent by Mr. Wire (but compiled by his successor) on Memorials in Tenn. Supreme Ct.reports. Not all citations correspond with eds we have here. I looked over the MS. hastily,comparing an item here + there with HHT's cards. He has included only Supreme Ct judgeswhile HHT did circuit court, Chancellors as well. So I think we will keep HHT's cards + workthem up in finished state some time even after the Wire list is printed. Asked Miss B. if shethought reprints desirable. She thought not. Am sending her Mr. Wire's previouscorrespondence to file but kept the printed lists he sent as guides for our pam. collection.Will put them with Biog., I think but perhaps Tenn - miscellaneous would be better. Findeverybody provided with calendars so gave last big one to Mr. McClure to put in Moot CourtRoom. Some time since, Miss Baker told me she would send the Standard Legal Directory astatement that Lib. now had approximately 12,000 vols. – a low estimate that would permitof correction next year. She has filed her copy of reply under Amer. Ass'n of Law Librariesto refer to next year. Will be at Law – not Farm – Thurs. Mr. Johnson did not come about hisoverdue books.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerConference room used by Mr. Stivers + Barnes 7 - 9.30. About 12 all the eve.
Wednesday, January 6, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellHad a reply to request made in June of 1931, for a copy of Proceeding of the Bar Ass'n ofTennessee, from Secretary A.L. Heiskell, saying he had at last located the extra copies ofsame and was forwarding us a copy.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerRead The first American labor case + the Ethical basis of legal criticism in Yale law Journal41, 2.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Long brought up corrected exam. schedule for posting. Made change correction on oldone + put it under class schedule on desk. Cleared up various postponed matters on mybottom shelf, pams., book advts +c. Compromised Mr. Johnson's fine at 25¢.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Jan. 7. 19328 - 12 H. H. Turner
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11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenConference: Misunderstandings – or different understandings of borrowing rights of Barmembers. Staff will ask Miss Baker to have rules formulated so that we can have them inwriting as soon as possible. Discussed instances of difference of opinion of lawyers,Librarian + Dean as to what was permitted. C. F. H. to add to list of users names of courtofficials. She also added phone nos. to address. Date of reserves for exam – begin Jan. 18(Mon.). Reported sum available from fines not needed for change – $7.43 – came to noconclusion as to what staff would prefer to have it used for if given a chance to choose.Joined C. F. H. in sorting + rearranging K.B.L.A. records + supplies, combining the latter withUniv. Lib. where practicable. Note: All short string now in K.B.L.A. office table drawer (left);all wrapping spool on left bottom shelf under curtain; wrapping paper in bottom drawer,vertical file case; clean dust rags in box on right bottom shelf behind curtain, except 1 innext to bottom drawer, vertical file, for use in RR. and one in Table drawer K.B.L.A. alcove.Do not keep any in RR desk drawer. One big batch K.B.L.A. heading paper put with Univscratch paper in 2d right drawer. All K.B.L.A. records and supplies in Lib. off. table drawerlef (right) or in boxes behind curtain – top left shelf. These to be turned over to Miss Baker.At bottom of a file box, by-laws of K.B.L.A. 1909 came to light. Staff will read these beforeturning over to Miss Baker. Discarded old list of K.B.L.A. member addresses and put scratchslips in last compartment of tray. If they tend to get mixed with charges, will change back.Miss Rochelle (as was) paid fine without protest. Miss Coddington of Chattanooga usingLibrary on income tax work. Will come again.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMade list of addresses and telephone nos. of K.B. Lib members to list furnished by MissLong will ask her to recopy it all. Cleaned up some.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd all the evening, very studious.
Friday, Jan. 8. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerDid little odd jobs not worth recording. Posted notices of reserves for exams. Owing to toomuch talk in library, separated Messrs Wilson and Ed Dalstrom who adjourned toConference room to study together 9.30 - 11. Truckman came.
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9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMiss Coddington again using Library also a lawyer, Mr. Gambel, of Maryville, who Mr.Witham had Miss Long to bring up and introduce saying he had extended the use of Libraryto him. Will be back this afternoon leaving Brief-case. Mr. Wm. Wilson Conf. room 12:30.Mr. Davis introduced by Ass't Atty. General, Mr. Doughty [?] to use book on case in Courtand possibly take some out.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFortunately Mr. Davis did not urge any lending. Asked rather casually but said he did notneed them very much. Worked over some of the things that turned up in Bar Lib. yesterday.Reading rules – or rather By laws of K.B.L.A. Miss Long came up and said the Dean's officedid have a copy of them and one had been sent up here. I did not remember seeing one orknowing where it is. Does any one? I have laid aside many things in haste, this fall, butdoesn't seem as though I could have forgotten that. Call staff's attention particularly tosome notes made on inventory sheets RR 1-5 + RR 6-9 as to copies of things to beduplicated for Bar + Univ collections. It is going to be especially hard for a while to keep theFederal reporter sets straight. The inventory sheets will be final guide as to where certainthings belong. It will be well also to take special care to check up last vol of each set withInventory when reading shelves and correct investigate + correct the least discrepancy.Miss Baker phoned that if missing nos of Amer. judicature Soc. Jour. had not been found,she would order again. Reported them still missing. After examining Mr. Wire's list of"memorials" in Tenn. Reports, still think it worth while to go on with what HHT. was doingas he omits much that would be useful to us. We will consider it soon.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellLike E. L. O. don't understand Miss Long's statement as to By laws of K.B.L. Ass'n. As notlong since Mr. Witham came in and asked if a copy had been sent back of the two borrowedfrom Library by a former President and the Secretary and Treasurer. Told Mr. Witham theyhad not and suggested he ask one of these two for it. If it ever was gotten nothing was saidabout it in Lib. circles and no copy has ever been sent up here. Possibly Miss L. was thinkingof the copy she brought up of the Contract or agreement entered in by U.T. and K.B.L. Ass'nin October a copy of which is in bottom drawer (left hand side of desk). The one that wasunearthed in the cleaning up yesterday was one C. F. H. did not know existed or had seenbefore. Agree also about the duplications and inventory sheets and will try to remember toaccession in both spots hereafter. Left 1929 Tenn. Bar Ass'n on desk for H. H. T. to see.
Saturday, Jan. 9, 19328 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, Jan. 11. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerA cold A.M. but found building delightfully warm. Large crowd using library, and manybooks out. Judge Lindsey's office phoned in regard to Senate + House proc. 1929.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Stivers, Wilson, Stone in Conf room 1:30 – . Mr. L.M.G. Baker using Lib. thisafternoon wanted 140 Calif. but Mr. Chas. Cole had sent for that volume so found his, Mr. B.,case in 84 Pacific p. 191. He said when he left he might want to use it again tomorrow andasked me to put it where he could get it – am mentioning it here so if I shouldn't be on dutythe one who is will know – put a mark at place. Many students and much helping to bedone. Soon after came on duty one of the Students wanted the last edition of Caruther'sHistory of Lawsuit. As it wasn't in textbook shelves got him the Stack-room copy thinking itwas being used at tables but when time to put up the books two not found on tables –hence does anyone know of its whereabouts?7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA goodly number using Lib. All quiet and studious.
Tuesday, January 12, 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell2 - 5Mr. Fitzgerald returned book this A.M. and asked as to fine. Told him we would speak of itlater and let him know – said he wanted to do what was right about it. Mr. Witham came inand was asked about the By-laws of K.B. Lib. Ass'n. He said he finally got a copy from Mr.John Hudson and thought he had sent a copy of it up to Library. History of Lawsuit turnedup in shelves sometime this A.M.10 - 1 H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenSaw Miss Bergen for a few minutes yesterday + asked about Law Libr. cataloging. She saidMiss Baker had not mentioned it but there was still a great deal to do at the Farm + Miss Bwanted some extra things done at Main Libr. so she surmised it would be some time beforeanything was done here. Saw Miss Baker + mentioned that Bar Libr. records +c were puttogether + we proposed to use its letter head paper as scratch. She said that was all rightand we might as well use the envelopes for communication with Main Library. Mentionedalso the List of Memorials and that only names connected with Supreme Court, wereincluded, apparently, while HHT had included names of circuit, chancery +c. She asked if itseemed to me worth while to continue this + I said it did, for our own information. She saidshe would consider it. I said I thought something might be said about eds. after talking itover proposed to write to compiler of the list and ask for a foot note that names includedwere only those of Supreme Court members, if such is the fact. P.S. This is to be held overfor April no. of Tenn. Law Rev. Intention is to include the index to Papers +c + Portraits(Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc) brought to end of 1931 in the same no. Mr. Witham says 1931 is inpress + will be here in time, making 50 yrs. Finished correcting 1929/30 + 1930/31 reptsof Law Lib. + put in box for Miss Baker. Am beginning to clear out arrears!7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 13, 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade few slips for Tenn. bar ass'n proc.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Long came to see about getting Bar Assoc. Index for copying. Said maybe we'd betterlook it over first for punctuation +c. Also perhaps compare with books once more as it is tobe printed. Added entries for 1929 + 1930 as made by H. H. T. Miss Long said she wouldhave most time for it at exam. time. Inspected Tenn. reports v. 52-55 trying out anotherway to index names of court officials. Sent a student to Bar Lib. table as C.J. is in use bymany for Legal Bibliog. assignment. Reproved the new Mr. Moore for tilting chair +afterward severely for shaking pen on floor. He got mad, said he came to study not to befussed at + would leave. He did + there was peace. Sorry he took it that way. Desired effectwas to make him less careless.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA large crowd, Mr. Ed Dalstrom wanting to take out a book but owing to having an unpaidfine on a book that was kept over time he was not allowed this privilege.
Thursday January 14, 19328 - 11 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came early.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade biog slips for "Bench + bar of Tennessee" by Joshua W. Caldwell.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerVery few as a law frat. smoker was going on.
Friday, Jan. 15. 19328 - 11 H. H. Turner9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWent over some of the slips made by HHT – nice beginning! Also began verification of Indexto papers which seems desirable before having it copied for printing. Mr. Farrar broughtdown the "List of Memorials" to be kept until wanted. It is in middle right desk drawer,bottom compartment. Phoned Registrar's office for waste cards – said to give Mr. Perrin tobring, if any. They said they would send all they could spare. Brought a few from the Farm.The other day I showed Mr. Farrar some report in which it was stated that various LawReviews were consulting on forms of citations. I can't remember where it was pub. Canstaff recall? He wants it again.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Saturday, Jan. 16. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerMade slips for "Bench and bar of Tenn." (J.W. Caldwell) Saw Miss Bergen at Main Libraryand she re-affirmed that it would be a long time before she could even start work onK.B.L.A. vols.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Jan. 18.19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Witham said it is all right to let Re-Statements be taken out over exam. period nightduring examination period. Busy a.m. with reserves, helping Mr. Kennerly hunt a Ky. report+c. Mr. Witham says he will be glad if staff save all clippings relating to Justice Holmes.Students praised pamphlet from Commerce Clearing House entitled "A guiding star" byWilliam McMiller – so put on display. Numerous telephone calls for Mr. Witham. Had tohelp several students. Did a very few slips for Caldwell Bench + Bar.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Witham came in to say all University activities would be closed on Tuesday andWednesday from 11 - 12 a.m. and on Thursday from 10 - 11 a.m. Guess Miss Baker willnotify us as to Library.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, January 19, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMiss Baker said the Presidents orders that all bldg. be closed from 11 - 12 A.M. Tuesday andWednesday and 10 - 11 A.M. on Thursday and for Library to do the same "drive out" anyone in Library at that hour.10 - 1 (with omission) H. H. Turner2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMr. Blackard brought in, for use only in Library, his copies of Tentative draft no. 4 andexplanatory notes for same, on Agency. Made cards for these and they are with his othercopies on Agency by desk.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. McClure re-filled ink station. Worked on verifying Index to Bar Ass'n of Tenn. Proc.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday January 20, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came just at closing time.9 - 1 H. H. Turner1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenForgot to record that at staff meeting Mon. night Miss Baker said that all requests for loans(outside of U.T.) should be made through Miss Walsh and all requests for gifts, throughMiss Williams. Worked on verification of Index to Papers +c Bar Ass'n of Tenn. Proc.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Jan. 21. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerMade slips for "Sketches of bench + bar of Tenn."9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden11-12 Conference. Miss Baker came down + went over the By-laws of the K.B.L.A. with all ofus and discussed some points that had given trouble. Said definitely, Fines would be 5¢ aday instead of 25 (as specified in By-laws) to conform with U.T. custom. She desired onesystem to apply to everything as far as possible. In talking it over afterwards, C. F. H. + ELO.thought we would make no change in the present terms of lending to students but thatlawyers privileged to borrow could borrow anything (excepts with the exceptionsestablished under their own rules) for 5 days, but in case of Reporters, urge that a shorterperiod borrower to return sooner if he possibly can. In case of doubt, Miss Baker or MissMr. Witham is to be applied to. We are not sure which – probably Miss B + she will refer usto Mr. W. will be the best course. She sanctioned the use funds of K.B.L.A. in Miss H's hands(about $2.37) be used for supplies. Possibly date stamp for "date due" for books lent tolawyers, book cloth for mending. Date due slips to be put in books when lent. She will let usknow which of these she has in stock + can send. Spoke also of cataloging + showed letterauthorizing taking over Sanford loans. Borrowed Miss Long's copy of By-laws. It is inbottom drawer with "rules", if called for. Will return it to-morrow + ask Miss L. to copycertain sections. She will send also some book cards and charging tray.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 22. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerConference room used by Messrs Styles, Jameson + Goddard 10.20.9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Witham brought up an old lease (Dublin, Ireland, 1815) to be displayed. As it waswritten on both sides, could not be put on bulletin board, + too big anyway, so kept it atdesk, showing it to all who came in. Don't know whether it is to be kept permanently inLibr. or not. Miss Long brought up a cop. of K.B.L.A. by-laws, for Lib. to keep. Put it in lowerleft desk drawer with "Rules." She will copy list of names with addresses + telephonessometime soon. I find enough changes to be made in the index to withhold it from copyinguntil edited + verified "to the last comma" after the 1931 comes in – so she will wait forthat. Worked on verification of Index. Truckman brought some waste cards – not a greatmany. 283 U.S. says that Taft + Sanford obituaries appear in 284.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellDon't know if I had anything to do with this old Irish Indenture instrument being broughtto Law College but during the Christmas vacation I was in Mr. M.F. Flanagan's office, he isthe manager of the Aetna Insurance Co. in Burwell Bldg., and while there he told me ofunearthing this old paper in some out-of-way place and showed it to me. He said he hadwondered if the Law College would like to see it. Said he had thought of asking the Deanabout it but hadn't and asked me what I thought, of course I encourage the idea andinsisted upon his sending it down and am glad to see he has done so, for outside of itsantiquity it is a work of Art. Wish it could be put in a case for display. A large number usingLibrary this evening. Examinations(?)
Saturday, Jan. 23, 19328 - 9.40 H. H. TurnerPaid back extra time Thurs.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Jan. 25. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerAlmost entire freshman class working on their legal bibliography preparations. Found E. L.O.'s Guide of great value and praised it highly. Kept busy looking after these and manyseniors – also faculty. Freshmen rush madly to desk and fling unexpected questions. Feel asif I were standing an exam. myself! Wouldn't it be a good plan in future to make severalcopies of Guide, as many are wanting to use it at one time and all are most enthusiastic? Mr.Styles + DeLozier (later) in Conf. room 11.40 - 12.10. Made slips for J.W. Caldwell's Bench +bar of Tenn.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMiss Baker came bringing over the Articles 10 + 11 of the old By-laws of K.B. Lib. Ass'n thatwould be used to govern the members since the Library has become a unit of theUniversity. Also the "Memoranda" bearing on Library Service to Bar members. Muchservice rendered in Library this afternoon by desk attendant. Messrs Dalstrom and WilsonConf. room 3:35 - 5:15 P.M.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Dunaway, a criminal lawyer of Little Rock, Ark. with Mr. Witham's consent used Tenn.Code. He is coming at 8.15 tomorrow A.M. to consult Mr. Witham about his case. Conf roomoccupied by Mr. Dalstrom + Moore 8.40 - 9.30.
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Tuesday, January 26, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came and took away the English Repts. continuals that Postman left onyesterday and should have been directed to Main Lib. by publishers. Many second year menin Lib. from 8 - 9 – exams then? Messrs Goddard and Harton Conf. room 8-45 – . MessrsBroome and Uhel to use Lib. the first mentioned for Judge Hicks and the latter Mr. Withamphoned up was using it for Mr. John Hudson.10 - 1 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Huddle called up to inquire about material on Immigration to U.S.A. in 1800. Lookedunder aliens in U.S. Code annotated but it didn't seem to go back as far. Phoned Mainlibrary. Advised his consulting Dr. Glocker. Conference room used 12.25 – by Messrs Allen,Moore + Badgett. Made slips for Bench + bar entries. Read "The ethics of advocacy" v. 18 no.1 by Charles K. Tuttle in Amer. bar ass'n journal + put on display.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to desk and hunted up for Miss Helen Harris, Head of School Library work the Artto create Libraries in Schools, public schools.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenReceived from Miss Heiskell $2.37 left from K.B.L.A. stamp money which Miss Bakerauthorized spending for things needed in Law Libr., if it proved Main Lib. had none in stock.Articles mentioned were: date stamp for books lent for 5 days to lawyers; book cloth formending; Guide cards dated by days of month to use as charge system for 5 day books.Today she phoned (CFH took message) that none of these were in stock. The use of guidecards might be postponed, the date stamp be bought at Newmans (Crown No. 1 $ 1. 00) + ifthe Gant-Ogden had no book cloth we might get some at Gaylord's, either directly orthrough the Main Lib. Continued verification of Tenn. Bar Ass'n. Index.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly one student using Lib. from 7 - 9:30 – so he and I (C. F. H) had things our own way.Several had reserves but did not come to get them.
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Wednesday Jan. 27. 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. Johnson, Norred, Badgett Con. room 8-45 – . Took register and called up stockholderswho had books out and were due today in each case called attention to University Trusteesruling as to book and fines taken from the By-laws of the former K.B. Lib. Ass'n – in eachcase they were amenable or responsive to it and promised to help in carrying it out.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerSlips. Helped Mr. Dunaway, Little Rock lawyer – working on a case.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCalled up Mr. Bass (who was out when CFH called this A.M.) – he says he bought a share ofstock yesterday but wanted to know basis on which Trustees of Univ. decided a limited no.of other borrowers would be listed as he receives inquiries. He will return 129 Okla + getagain when his case comes up. Will see Mr. Witham about his stock. Mr. Farrar got the Irishlease to write up for Tenn. Law Rev. Guess every one has seen it. Mr. Dunaway said hewould be back this P.M. to use books again but he didn't. Several readers have been at thesame table so – probably they are already mixed. Think I'll put them up before I leave.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA very few in Library and only their reserves taken out tho' there were a number made forthis date. What is the matter that the reserved book are not called for? Those I let out wereby students who hadn't reserved these book, but when 9:30 P.M. came and the partieshaving the reserve didn't show up C. F. H. let them have those wanted.
Thursday, January 28th 19328 - 11 C. F. HeiskellMr. Farrar Conf. room 8:45 A.M. - 11:15. Added to list of Library users, that we have andthat Miss Long will type correctly later, the names, divisions and circuits of Judiciary bothFederal and State, i.e. the ones, we possibly, will come in Library contact with.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade slips for former K.B.L. vols. to be used when a book is taken out.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerAbout 9 students present all evening.
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Friday, Jan. 29. 19328 - 11 H. H. Turner8.20 – Conference room used by Mr. Wilson. Called up Mr. Bass, but he was out so left no.Helped Mr. Henry Hudson with Nat'l reporters +c. Made slips.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellGlad to see the Title News has started up again. Mr. Ed Dalstrom in Conf. room with Mr.Wilson, 12 N – . Mr. Bass called up said he would bring Okla Rept. this afternoon payingfine. Miss Bergen called up to have C. F. H. give her the number of copies of the Proceedingsof State Bar Ass'n of Maine we had said they had found a number of volumes over there andshe wanted to accession. As there were only 3 here, 19, 20, + 21 proceeding wasn't hard todo. Years were 1914-15; 1916-17; 1918-19. Truckman came.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Bass came + had his name substituted on borrowers list for that of John W. Greenwhose stock he bought – paid fine. ELO got date stamp at Newmans as directed. Cost 40¢.Did not look at Gant Ogden's for book cloth but stopped in at 2dhand book store + inquiredfor it. Lady in charge said she had been making inquiries + would have information soon +if I wanted it she could sell some of hers when it came. She was doing some strong butcrude looking repairs on Tenn. reports. Thought I'd wait + see what she got before lookingfurther. Worked on editing Index Bar Ass'n Tenn Papers +c. Harton + Farrar in conferenceroom 1:45 - 5:20. Visit from Mr. Hankal – former student (not practicing). Askedparticularly to be remembered to HHT. He may want to come and study some.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on editing index. Transferred fine money +c back to top left drawer so as to makeroom in top right for "due slips" and bookmarks for 5-day charges. Think we might beginthe new scheme on Monday right away.
Saturday, Jan. 30. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerMade notices as instructed.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Clements and Overton Conf. room 10: 15 - 12:30.
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Monday, Feb. 1. 19328 - 1 H. H. Turner8 - 8.45 Conf room occupied by Messrs Clark + Norred. 9 – by Mr. Farrar (Styles, Jamerson,Harton, De Lozier went in for about an hour). Had to be called down for too much laughing+ talking. Very polite about it. A good deal of supervision necessary, as room well filled +tendency to talk. Mr. Farrar wants material on Justice Holmes for law review and suggestedStaff getting up something along this line. Referred him to E. L. O. Made slips for Caldwell'sBench + bar. Truckman came.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade some notes for Miss Bergen about things she asked on Sat. – Me. Rept. bar ass'n.pub., N.Y. reports – what ed. Attended to statistics. Found fine money 78¢ short as C. F. H.had observed Jan. 16. Attended to books brought by Truckman. Phoned Miss Baker to ask ifLaw Lib staff member should write up for Law Rev a 400-500 word (about) comment onretirement of Justice Holmes. She said all right. ELO suggested HHT + Miss B. approved. Mr.Farrar said would like it at end of this week. Looked through some material recentperiodicals for material on Holmes.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on editing index. Joe Dalstrom + others in Conf. room 7:30 - 9. As all no chargesremained in K.B.L.A. Ledger, put it away behind Green curtain + put blotting pad in tabledrawer, N.W. room alcove.
Tuesday, Feb. 2. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerC. F. H. telephoned that she still coughed badly and that the doctor wanted her to stayindoors Tuesday and not to go out Wednesday night. As my schedule calls for my presencehere at 9 A.M. Wednesday, have sent word that I will open at 8. If bad storm continues, itseems wiser for her to stay in the house Wednesday. Worked on material for Law rev.article on Justice Holmes, + read portions of "The Common law." Assisted a lawyer to lookup case in 1 Cranch U.S. Supreme Ct. Conference room used by Messrs Johnson, Allen,Norrod, Badgett + Watson 11 - 12:10. A woman called up to inquire about citation 1Maryland Ch. 202. She said Mr. Kennerly had referred her to law library. I explainedsituation to her but suggested her coming down to look up material in something else asshe seems to be preparing a paper.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade first charge to lawyer under new system. 3 non-borrowing lawyers in to use Lib. – 1borrowing lawyer. 1 student to hunt up decisions on residence restrictions of negroes.Found a little with in Constitutional law + A.L.R. from which he selected some cases. Fewstudents. Conf. Room used by Harton + Farrar 2:20 – .7 - 9.30 [H. H. Turner]Gave advice to a freshman about Torts (my only law study!) Very few came.
Wednesday, Feb. 3. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerMessrs Allen + Badgett in Conference room 8.40 – . Judge Houston called up to inquire iflibrary had copy of recent tax law. Mr. Witham said he had ordered it but it hadn't come.Finished Holmes paper, after reading some of his decisions in U.S. repts, and left for E. L.O.'s corrections or suggestions before Miss Long typed it.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Index. Finished editing except alphabeting. Very few in Libr.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenOne reading. Finished revision of alphabeting Index to Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. 1 reader, 2students in + out after 9 to get books.
Thursday, Feb. 4. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips for "Bench + bar". Truckman came. Miss Heiskell telephoned that onaccount of bad weather, tho' better, she wouldn't come back until tomorrow. Miss Walshalso called up for Miss Baker to say that ask if Miss Ogden and Miss Turner could managetheir schedules, as she had thought Miss Heiskell had returned. Sent word that everythingwas going smoothly down here.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished checking up portraits in "Index" and began to arrange State bar ass'n pubs takenover from K.B.L.A. with those already in Univ. Lib. A lawyer-borrower took 4 books. I foundit would make him wait too long to paste in "Date due" slips, so stamped on book markinstead. Found stamp was set for 9th so entered them on calendar pad for that date.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerWorked on (K.B.L.A.) State bar ass'n pubs.
Friday, Feb. 5. 19328 - 11 1 H. H. TurnerRead stacks + straightened books. Found a vol. C.J. from stacks had wandered into Readingroom set so we must be more careful of general confusion in that direction. Everything elseO.K. tho' a few out of place. Later, completed reading all parts of library (except conferenceroom). Mr. Kennerly brought Martindale-Hubbell Directory 1931, and Corporation Manual1931. Took advantage of deserted condition of library to do a lot of tidying up. Miss Bakerstated over phone that Miss Heiskell's physician had called her up last evening + stated thatMiss H. ought not to go back to work this week. Told Miss B. we were managing time allright. Miss Long said that they were so swamped with typewriting (Summer school, grades+c) that she couldn't get to "Holmes" for the present but would bring up copy forcorrections. Made slips for Bench + bar sketches.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished transferring K.B.L.A. state Bar ass'n pubs to RR. 3 readers + Mr. Witham.
Saturday, Feb. 6. 19328 - 12:30 H. H. TurnerC.F.H. called up that she would be back Monday at 1 P.M. A student came to find material inregard to co-education at the U. of T. Mr. Witham + 5 students. Put marks in K.B.L.A. StateBar ass'n pubs. Mr. Warner wanted to use Bigelow's Rights of Land for the next 2 mos. andsaid students were buying 1st section (printed sep.) for use in his class, so wouldn't betaking out.
Monday, Feb. 8. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerDr. Brett came down to consult law reviews. Moved some discarded vols. formerlybelonging to K.B.L.A. to sec. 3.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellIt feels mighty good to be back "doing business at the same old stand." Things and peopleall smile a welcome to you. Took care of periodicals added advanced sheets of U.S. Sup. Ct.Repts (Law Ed.) to U.T. Lib. inventory list no. 2. Congratulate H. H. T. on being the memberof Law Staff to have the honor(?) conferred on her of writing up Justice Holmes retirementfrom U.S. Sup. Ct. Bench for Tenn. Law Rev. Have read several interesting articles on thisretirement of Justice Holmes. Quite a crowd in Library and many requests to attend to.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday February 9 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellSuch a large circulation to lawyers that a slip had to be pinned on calendar pad, many to becalled up Sat. A.M. Called up Mr. Tomason as to books due today said he'd get them here.Hunted up some fed cases of C.C.A. for Mr. Witham, he wanted date of hearing, where from,i.e., what Seats and what happened to them in the hearing.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerCorrected proof of the Holmes article. Did a few odd jobs.2 - 5 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on records for state bar ass'n pubs. transferred to RR. – haven't given inventory afinal check yet.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Sanford gifts + put a few vols. in sec. 2.
Wednesday February 10, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellWhen opening Lib. at 8 A.M. found on desk some volumes from Main Lib. don't know whenTruckman came(?) Two lawyer from N.C. to use Lib. Introduced by L.C. Ely a K.B. Lib.member.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on cards for K.B.L.A. discards. Helped out of town visitor hunt up case in S.W.Western Union.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGot Messrs. Witham, Warner + Blackard to pass judgment on some of the K.B.L.A.Duplicates. Mr. B. inclined to think nothing any good; Mr. W. to keep everything, butagreement made in several cases. Staff is warned to consult K.B.L.A. cards for locations. Afew have been transferred from K.B.L.A. collection to RR-5.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWith Mr. McClure's help shifted everything from top of RR stacks to top of Bar stacks +conference room.
Thursday, February 11. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerBusy time with Mr. Witham + C. F. H. trying to locate La. Ap. case + Penn. Superior Court do.for Mr. Harrison. Very interesting but quite intensive. Helped a student from history dept.hunt up U.S. Supreme Ct. cases. She wanted Irish ones too.9 - 11 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellAnyone know what has happened to my "bud vase" a lá green bottle? Someone gave metwo carnations and I looked it put them in it. Have sorter [sic] an affection for this saidbottle as it was presented to me while in federal Bldg and cencored[?] for flowers byPro[hi]bition business. Mrs. Chas. H. Smith visited Law Lib. and was greatly impressed by itsize and quality. Lawyer L.M.G. Baker in Lib. working. Truckman came. Student fromHistory dept. U.T. to help in finding cases wanted.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerIn spite of heavy storm had large no. in library all the evening, very studiously inclined.
Friday, Feb. 12. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerA class on international law is being sent down here by Mr. Gass to look up cases in U.S.reports.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellLawyer L.M.G. Baker using Library this A.M.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Bar dups. Miss Baker came with letter from Mr. Wire and revised list of"Memorials" for Tenn Law Rev. It is in bottom compartment of work organizer in middleright drawer. Packed two boxes ready to go to Main Lib when called for. Miss Baker saidshe would send.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellVery few in Library dance at Jefferson Hall.
Saturday, Feb. 13, 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerMade cop. of names of dup. treatises sent to Main Library. Worked on cards for K.B.L.A.discards. Called up 3 lawyers who had books due on Feb. 13.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Feb. 15. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut gift book plates in C.J.s + N.Y. repts. Called up a lawyer who had book due today. Mr.Henry Hudson, needing a good deal of attention! Many students and many books.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellCalled up Western Union and found Library clock 7 minutes too fast. Hard to keep twotimes straight. Many students and helped many. See Judge B.N. Cardozo has been appointedto U.S. Ct. bench in Justice Holmes place from what have read and heard of him think he'llbe a good substitute. Put clipping on his book that Library own on put it on display.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, February 16, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellWho ever charged Gen. J. A. Fowler for volumes withdrawn on Feb. 10th neglected to chargehim with 56-60 N.Y.(?) Truckman came.
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10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates in N.Y. repts.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellTook charge of R.R. while E. L. O. worked with Stack-room books. 2 visiting lawyers, oneMr. Miller of Johnston City, the other did not give his name tho' C. F. H. found some of thelaws he wanted. One U.T. instructor.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Bergen + Miss Howell came to do some cataloging. Don't know when they will be backbut not tomorrow.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerStarted putting accession nos. in C.J. Quite a number students using library + 1 visitor.
Wednesday February 17, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellNot many desk demands this A.M. so put a few book plates in A.L.R. One visitor.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in C.J.s and moved to sec. 2, all the D's designated.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenVisitors: Judge Hicks + Mr. Broome; N.B. Morrell, history student; 1 stranger to me, but heseemed to know where to find the books. Worked on dups. of K.B.L.A.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOne visitor has worked down here in Library several times, have an idea he was a graduatefrom the John R. Neal Law School a few years back.
Thursday, Feb. 18. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerStudents say that notice is posted in regard to Monday being a holiday for entire University.Worked on dups. of K.B.L.A. Pasted in a few N.Y. supp book plates but as I had a large no. ofstudents to supervise, couldn't accomplish a great deal. Helped student find an Englishcase. Called up Mr. Sam Young a 2d time, reminding him book was due Feb. 15 andmentioning a fine. Said he would return today.
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9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMended some.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellTook charge of R.R. desk duties.11 - 4:20 E. L. OgdenSee Feb. 19 – Judge Hicks.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in C.J.s and N.Y. repts. Small attendance.
Friday, February 19. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerMarked N.Y. repts.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMended and pasted book plates in A.L.R.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenConference yesterday went over some details of the new charging routine. Found the Lib.was to be closed Monday, Feb. 22. Conference interrupted by visit from Claud Lowry(former classmate of HHT + E. L . O.). Miss Howell + Miss Tedford came about 12:30 toaccession so finished posting N.Y. Suppl. to be ready for them. Did a few odds + endsbesides – but not much. Miss Howell says they are willing to accession additional cops oftext books that the Law Lib would like to have done when they came from time to time.Sent to Main Lib. by Miss Tedford a request for paste + cheese cloth as soon as they can besent conveniently. Also gave her some K.B.L.A. return postcards to take. May be possible toget stamps redeemed. Packed some old K.B.L.A. Records in box + Mr. McClure stowed it ontop of shelf stack in NE room. Mr. Witham said book list checked by C. F. H. was exactlywhat was wanted. Gave a fist of other dealers + amts of advertising for which he wants fistsby May. Filed list in folder in vertical case. Under the new organization of Tenn. Law Rev.some dealers will pay for advt. in cash; when paid for in books, the Law Libr College willchoose the books but the Univ Lib will pay the Tenn. Law Rev. for them, so book fund willnot save on it. He counted up $60000 worth of advertising in books or cash now current. E.L. O. said might as well not check lists now, as new ones may be issued before May. Enteredon calendar pad Apr. 15 to see to them. Truckman brought paste – also left a pile of booksintended for Engineering Lib. Phoned Mr. Kirkman's office. They'll probably sendtomorrow. Brought some clean rags. Did cards + odds + ends. Not much to show forafternoon's work!
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellWhen seeing Engineering book, wondered if that was to be added to our pasting job (?) Onevisitor Mr. Hale.Saturday, February 20. 19328 - 9 H. H. TurnerFound truckman had paid early visit.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellRead shelves and mended Dictionary until mending tissue gave and will finish when we getmore from Main. Messrs Smith and Wilson Conf. room 11 - 11:30. Forgot to mention theabsence of V. 127 Ga. from s[h]elf – do not find on calendar pad or charge cards anynotation of it. Looked some but possibly some other member of staff can locate it.
Tuesday February 23, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellLibrary very cold just a little above 60. Called up the four books due today. Did some bookplates left to dry until I return at 2 P.M. Order came to close Library from 11 A.M. to 12.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in N.Y. repts.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellLooked after R.R.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on dups.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates in bankruptcy reports. Rang up Mr. Gass. Helped a stranger findmaterial on constitutional law.
Wednesday February 24, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellFinished putting in book plates in A.L.R. until we get more from Main did not start on U.S.Sup. Ct. as H.H.T. had begun with those few already here on A. Bk. py.
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9 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut book plates on A. Bk. repts. until supply gave out. Marked N.Y. repts.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Bergen phoned about various books – told her of book plates needed. She said thegirls had not had time to type any more yet but would do so as soon as they could. Truckbrought mending paper asked – on spool this time. Am counting Bar Library books asadditions when cards come with accession nos. so we add 57 new vols. today by card.Brought card of model + instructions for library hand writing lent by Miss Doerr. Much outof practice as this shows. Besides, too slow for ordinary communications. Miss Long tookseveral pages of Index to Tenn. Bar Ass'n papers +c. to begin copying.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellTwo visitors besides a number of students.
Tuesday Thursday February 25, 19328 - 11 C. F. HeiskellTwo visiting lawyers, Mr. Goddard of Dandridge and Mr. Gamble of Maryville. Also aroomful of students as Judge Jones classes are not being held. Hospital reports him as beingas well as one could expect under the present conditions.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook charge of duplicates in K.B.L.A. designated E. Put accession nos. in N.Y. repts. MissBaker telephoned to know if Conference met today, also asked whether Mr. Saxton evercame down here as he has Main library vols. overdue. Tried writing library hand but don'tfind it easy to make letters uniform size. Put an article in N.Y. Times on Cardozo (Feb. 21)on display. Read in Journal of American Judicature, v. XVIII, 2, An American lawyer'spilgrimage to on the Continent, by John H. Wigmore, suitable for display.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell1 visitor wanting to see early Tenn. Repts. A large crowd of students.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in N.Y. repts. Straightened sec. 5. Heard from hospital that Judge Jones had only acold. Doing all right.
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Friday, Feb. 26. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in N.Y. Repts.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellWorked on Dictionary mending think I got all the torn places that were found patched up.Miss Tedford came to accession at 12:30.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on books from Bar. Libr. to be considered for keeping. Got Miss Tedford toaccession all Bar books (2d cops) that have been moved from bar section to RR. Mended.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Feb. 27. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerPut numbers in N.Y. Repts.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Witham brought up this telephone service questionnaire and the thing he requested ofLibrary staff is to only enter the calls that come direct to Library and are not answered inhis office first, i.e. only the calls that neither he or Miss Long are in his office to answer –they will put down the calls that come even when they buzz for phone up here. This is totake effect on Monday. After the week ends this sheet we return to his office and he makesthe report to University. Truckman came. Mr. Frazier an old student to use Library.
Monday, Feb. 29.19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerMany students using many books. Had a short chat with Mr. Reichling who calmly used thetelephone. After a few remarks gentleman subsided. Called up Mr. Morrell who said he wascoming here later and would bring book.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellA large crowd of Library users. Mr. Strauss Conf. room 4 P.M.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellTwo University students in this evening.
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Tuesday, March 1, 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1 student from History class of University using U.S. reports also another using U.S.C.C. asfound in Federal.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in N.Y. supplements. Miss Gourse brought picture of Judge Cardozo as a gift tolibrary and an account of his library life in the current no. of the "American Hebrew" whichis loaned as long as we desire it. When returned, cover can be removed.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGot out Tenn. Acts from Bar Lib. set that were lacking in Law Lib. set and sent them forcataloging as Miss Baker asked yesterday. Sent note asking prompt return. Mr. Withamlooked at Bar books representing additional editions of works already in Lib. + said keep allsuch. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 4 - 5:30.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMr. Pope one of our graduate students using Library. Mended Restatement boxes, not anartistic job but one that will hold I trust.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, March 2, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 10:15 – .9 - 1 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates in bankruptcy repts.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCards – book statistics.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellApologize E. L. O. for putting accessioned volume on Feb. list in place of leaving space forthat months summary. Only a few using Library. 2 visitors.
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Thursday, March 3, 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerMiss Baker stated yesterday that she had had information from Mass. that Mr. Wire's workon Supreme Ct. repts. was discontinued so we were to do no more about it! Miss Bergensent down more book plates. Finished putting in bankruptcy repts. yesterday. Mr. Blackardsick with the flu. Students say 400 cases, and quite a number in our school out. Absence of 2instructors brought large numbers of students to use library, but behavior good.9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellBegan book plating (?) in U.S. Sup. Ct. Repts – hope to get them finished up this afternoonand tomorrow. Talked with Judge Jones yesterday but he had no idea when he'll be out ashe tried it the other day and had a relapse of tempreture [sic].1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R. and desk calls. Truck man came.11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenConference 11 - 12 + miscellaneous. Will write up to morrow.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerOnly 5 present.
Friday, March 4. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerMade duplicate slips. Dusted in libr. office. Began reading shelves. 127 Ga. still missing. Mr.Hartman + stenographer used conference room 9.20 - 11. (Mr. Witham has given consent).Miss Long wanted to continue her work of Index of Tenn. papers but it couldn't be found inusual place. Maybe there is a note of its removal but I couldn't discover it. Couldn't do muchwork as students were restless + needed much supervising.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellFinished book plate posting in U.S. Sup. Ct. Repts. Also cleaned all of the set and pasteddown all loose labels. Miss Tedford came 12:45. Messrs Delozier and Jamison Conf. room12:45 – .1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenBurdick on Real prop. found on table at closing time. Miss Baker came to look at Tenn.Statutes. Miss Tedford did A.L.R. but no other sets – but various dups of treatises I pickedout for her.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOne Univ. history student to use U.S. Rep’ts. 1 visitor. Glad Burdick came back possiblysomeone carried it off by mistake.
Saturday, March 5, 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerFinished reading shelves. Marked some cards, K.B.L. duplicates. Truckman came.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellHad quite a hunt and some little concern over failing to find the 1928-29 Edition ofHankin's U.S. Supp Ct. as asked for by one of the students. Later Mr. Witham brought it inand said he took it out on yesterday afternoon, there had been no charge or notice of it lefton desk? Mr. Witham also brought his copy up for use in Lib. as he said there would be agood many call for it within the next few days. Article in Am. Bar Ass. Journal on"Washington as a lawyer Judge, and his attitude towards courts and lawyers". Displayed.
Monday, March 7. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerFound library very comfortable this cold a.m. Judge Jones back, but Mr. Blackard still out somany using library. Put nos. in duplicates. Sometime ago wrote unofficially to JudgeCardozo, expressing pleasure at his appointment. Have just had an autographed reply.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellNumbered some of the A.L.R. as well as attending to R.R. wants. Spent the last half hour anda bit after closing time helping a visitor try to find a case that his citation said was in 7Humphrey's (Tenn). After looking in that and many other Tenn. Repts – also Digest of Tenn.and Am. Dig., and every other avenue whereby I thought we might find it, he finely [sic]said he might be mistaken in the citation.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellTwo students only.
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Tuesday March 8th 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellLarge crowd using Library as Mr. Blackard is still away. Had to call some down as there wasmuch undertone conversation hard where the tables are so filled to keep from talking.Between times marked or numbered A.L.R. Truckman came. Mr. Morrell wanting 1917Private Act. told him it was at Univ. Lib. for accessioning.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade slips for K.B.L. vols.2-5 C. F. HeiskellFinished numbering A.L.R. Will begin in Tennessee tomorrow. Mr. Strauss in Conf room 4P.M.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips + N.Y. suppl. nos. Quite a large no. of students present.1 - 5:30 1 E. Lucy Ogden.Worked with Bar Lib. books.
Wednesday March 9, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellSpoke Mr. Jarvis about the book Kales, "Future interests +c" – he was very casual as to it atfirst but when I called his attention to Dean Massey's and Miss Baker's ruling as to fines forthe keeping of such books, he got busy and tried to find it. Again I am calling attention tothe putting of the Restatements in their right boxes – also to stamping off users name oncard kept at desk and putting it back in pocket on front of box. Have had several times tohunt for Restatements wanted and failed to find in their proper boxes. Many in Lib. andmany wants to look after, hence not much else attended to. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 10:30– . Only did a few book plates in Tenn. Repts.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook ¾ hr. from time due me. Marked N.Y. Supplements.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on slips for Bar Lib. books. At last remembered to get official stationery from MissLong + wrote to Mrs. Caldwell a letter of thanks for "Sketches of the bench + bar of Tenn".Mr. Warner looking up material on commission form of gov't. + city planning. Got whatthere was in Conference room pam. box on "city planning". He may want it again, so Imention it.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly a very few in, too cold I suppose. Did a little mending.
Thursday March 10, 19328 - 11 C. F. HeiskellSpoke to Mr. Jarvis as to fine, said he would pay Monday as he expected a cheque onSaturday – look out for him at that date whoever is on desk duty. Put in book plates.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMarked N.Y. repts. Miss Baker told me at Main library yesterday that she was going to askMr. Witham to close library Friday eve. March 18 as she wished all the staff to assist inshowing Main library to faculty 7.30 - 11. She may suggest law library staying open until8.30 to enable Miss Heiskell to attend after that. Offered to substitute for Miss H. but wastold all were expected to be present! Strange truckman came but didn't stop to see if therewas anything to carry back.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellPut in book plates. Much obliged to H. H. T. for her kind thought of this worker but I reallyfeel that when these staff things come off on my nights on duty that its my place to stay andnot deprive someone else of the pleasure.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in N.Y. Suppl. Helped student hunt up a Ky. case. 8 pres.
Friday, March 11. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerMr. McClure deserves credit for having library warm these cold mornings. Marked N.Y.supplements. Dusted and tidied Tenn. repts.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellPasted book plates in Tenn. Repts more than half done.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Tedford + Miss Howell came. Amer. bankruptcy repts, and U.S. Supreme Ct. Rpts (Law.ed) have been accessioned but only the latter ready to mark. Pasted + marked varioustreatises accessioned by Miss T. but did not finish changing records. Put the catalog'd Tenn.acts sent down in RR-2 but have not added them to inventory list yet. Miss T. will comenext week, she thinks. After Tenn. + Tenn. Appeals are done, I think. R.C.L. + L.R.A. wouldcome next for pasting. Seem to be leaving even more loose ends than usual but takes all thetime to follow up the accessioning +c. when that is done.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 12. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerSlips for K.B.L.A. treatises.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellDid some more bookplates.
Monday, March 14.19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerContinued making slips. Dusted.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellA large crowd in Library this afternoon but quiet and studious seemingly.7 - 9:30 [C. F. Heiskell]Only 4 in and only two stayed until closing hour.
Tuesday March 15, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMended a book or two and pasted book plates.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade K.B.L.A. slips. Dusted.
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2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMarked U.S. Supp. Ct. Repts. Mended one of the Restatements.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Bar. Libr books. Shifted some in the Conference room.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerCompared typed copy index bar ass'n proc. Put book plates in R.C.L. Dusted. About a dozenstudious youths.
Wednesday March 16,19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMiss Baker called up and said the Law Lib. would be closed on Friday, March 18th from 8P.M. 9:30 so as attendant for that evening can go to the "At home" of Main Lib. giving.Finished book plates in Tenn. Supp. Ct Repts. so if either Miss Howell or Tedford come theycan accession them.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook 15 min. of time due me. Put in book plates in R.C.L. Made K.B.L.A. slips.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTruckman – brought some more book plates. Mr. Blackard in conference room – duringmoot court (as usual – probably can't hear himself think upstairs!). Brought some rags Iwashed out at home. Got out some treatises for Miss Tedford to accession next time(additional cops. or missing vols. of works previously catalog'd.); Brought transparentmending tape from home. Did various odds + ends, including washing up desk linoleum.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, March 17. 19328 - 12 ? H. H. TurnerMiss Baker called up H. H. T. (as she couldn't reach Miss Heiskell over phone, to ask latterto change her schedule and open library today). Miss Currell being down with the flu, MissOgden goes to Farm, and we have schedule for alternate Thursday, C. F. H. off, 11 - 1. ToldMiss Baker I could open all right and would pay my extra hour back later. Have a nice littlepile of hours to draw on! Later. Message from Miss Baker that Miss Ogden can come here at12, as Miss Currell is better. Made K.B.L.A. slips. Dusted.
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9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellFinished Tennessee book plate pasting down to digest.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellFinished marking U.S. Repts.12:15 to 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt Farm 8 - 12, then came to "Law." Worked on MS. of index to Tenn Bar Ass'n Proc + gotsome treatises ready in case Miss Tedford comes.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Blackard took away his copies restatement of Agency. Hunted up a case in U.S. repts. forone of Dr. Neal's students who will come later to read it. It is Haddock vs. Haddock v. 201.Will put in a mark. Made slips. Put in Amer. digest book plates.
Friday, March 18. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerBookplates. Slips9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished comparing the M.S. of the Index to Bar Ass'n of Tenn. Proc. and began a finalinspection for details.7 – 8 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 19, 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerCompared index of bar ass'n proc. Made K.B.L.A. slips +c.8:20 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellCame earlier so as to read stacks well while H. H. T. was at desk. 127 Ga. still not accountedfor.
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Monday, March 21, 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished comparing index. Book plates. Slips.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellOne student from History Dept. to use Lib.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellNot many in this evening too stormy.
Tuesday March 22, 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10.15 - 1 H. H. Turner(Took ¼ hr. off) Put book plates in Century Digests. Slips.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R. wants. Messrs DeLozier and Jamison in Conf. room 3 P.M. - 3:30. MissBaker paid us a flying visit, was just passing by and came in.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished looking over M.S. for Tenn. Bar Ass'n Index. Phoned Miss Bergen about Hubbell +Martindale's directory – sent for cataloging. She says she will send it + see it here when shegets cat. cards. Miss Tedford will come to morrow. Put the carbon cop. of the index inmiddle right drawer – HHT's compartment.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerLarge number, and many calls for no. 6 Contracts restatement. Put in book plates.
Wednesday, March 23, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellBook plated some of the A.L.R.'s a very quiet morning tho' many in Library.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerDusted. Slips, and finished book plates.
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1 - 5:30 EL OgdenWorked on slips for Bar Libr. books. Truckman came. Miss Tedford phoned she would behere to morrow.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellE. L. O. phoned she would come to Law Lib. tomorrow so H. H. T. will open. Truckman musthave come paid us a visit this afternoon as I see Harvard Law Rev. and advanced sheetshere. Guess E. L. O. forgot to register it?
Thursday, March 24, 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerMade K.B.L.A. slips. Took out ¾ hr.9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellDid some as that of morning i.e. pasted book plates and marked some of Tennessee Repts.Messrs. Goddard and Moore Conf. room 2:45 - 3:15.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Tedford came + accessioned Tenn. repts + R.C.L. and various treatises. Repacked +listed 3 boxes of dups. for Main Lib. [C. F. Heiskell handwriting] Mr. McClure brought upsome of cleaned pasteboards he had taken down to clean. E. L. O.'s pen gave out.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 25, 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerSlips. Dusted. Helped student hunt up a N.Y. case.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellDid book plates.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDid cards.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellOnly 2 students for quite a while then three or four more came in but left soon.
Saturday, March 26. 19328 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellPut in bookplates.
Monday, March 28. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in Bankruptcy repts.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday March 29. 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in bankruptcy repts.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellLooked after R.R. Marked books.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenYesterday left on Miss Baker's desk the frame from which I had taken the K.B.L.A. ruleswith a note asking sign to be made to hang on wall near front door – giving Library hours.Worked on K.B.L.A. slips.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, March 3 0, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. Strauss Conf. room 10 – .9.15 - 1 H. H. Turner(Took 15 min.) Slips. Dusted. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 12.50 - 2:00.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Bar Lib. books. Staff take notice: Laugdell on Contracts, Rawle on Covenants oftitle + Washburn on Real prop. have been transferred to Sec. 1 (NW Stack) under theirrespective titles. Life of Patrick Henry + Caldwell memorial vol. to RR 4-b. HHT may displayHenry's life whenever she wants to. Truckman brought some more book plates.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday March 31, 19328 - 11 C. F. Heiskell9 - 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Baker called up to enquire if any of law staff could lunch at cafeteria at 12, in honor ofMiss Tommie Barker who was here from Atlanta. None of us could do it. Worked on slips.Student much interested in Life of Patrick Henry on display.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came bringing cheques mailed E. L. O.'s. Miss Long brought up schedule ofsummer school classes only a tentative one as she said it would possibly be changed threeor four times ere it went in to effect. Put copy brought up in left hand drawer of desk incompartment with Lib rules, schedule +c. Finished putting book-plates in L.R.A. Repts.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 1. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerAlphabeted slips. Read some shelves.9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked with K.B.L.A. slips. Interest manifested in display of Patrick Henry. Mr. Jarnigancame to close up. Mr. McClure called away(?) or home(?) by illness of his father. Mr. Hartonsays the printer’s have written they are setting up the index to papers of Tenn Bar Ass'n soadditions will have to be made for 1931 when proof comes in. Phoned Main Lib. that boxesare ready + please send 2 empty. Will ask supplies tomorrow – paper for mending pages,glue, slips. Miss Baker phoned again to ask if we had binding to send. I said we wanted towait till fewer students. She asked about rebinding – I said mostly books (reports) we gotfrom bar lib. –, + we wouldn't like to spare them now.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
April 2, 1932. Saturday7:40 - 10:00 H. H. TurnerRead shelves. Slips. 231 Ky. and 127 Ga. missing! Hate to mention it but found sec. 5 in theworst condition of season in respect to misplaced vols. and had to remove about ½ to getthem in proper place. also had mixes among Nat'l repts, Pac. + N.W. Evidently students areusing this section a great deal and I would suggest that staff straighten it every day for thepresent. Sorry to have to report another mislaid vol (Ky. 231). Truckman came for books.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellGot up the worst of Tenn. Sup. Ct. Repts. of binding, hope gradually we can get the early oneall rebound tho' at present was told only to pick out the one that were beyond surgical helphere in Library. Student from Hill to look at early Tenn. (U.T.) Records.
April 4. 1932 Monday8 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade slips for Proc. Tenn. bar ass'n '31. Dusted. Representative Amer. law book co – cameto use C.J. Truckman.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellPrepared Tenn. Repts and Minnesota for bindery. Mr. Piper from Mr. Chas. H. Smith's officeto hunt up cases for him. Many students and many wants to look after.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell1 visitor, Mr. Carter, graduate student of 1929 class.
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Tuesday, April 5, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came, brought v.39 Tenn. (2 Head) that had been sent for binding in July 1931 –also took over box of volumes gotten up yesterday afternoon for bindery.10:30 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook off ½ hr. due me. Mr. Wilson in Conf. room 12.30.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent Main Lib. for cataloging: Standard legal directory. Rearranged books in N.W. stacksand began on NE-2 but did not get very far – left them rather mixed.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellAttended to R.R.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Bernstein in Conf. room 7.30 - 9. Mr. Jarvis said that Mr. Warner had left his case noteson municipal corporations for students to use in library. Hunted as we could find no record.Finally discovered on display case.
Wednesday April 6, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. Quincy Dwight paid the Library a call this A.M. – said he was back in Knoxville andwould be glad to do anything in his line for us – referred him to Miss Baker. U.S. Ass't Att’yGen. Mr. Doughty, working in Lib. this A.M.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerFew slips. Dusted Ga. and Ky. repts in hope of locating 2 lost vols. but wasn't successful.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFiled book dealers circulars.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, April 7. 19328 - 12 H. H. Turner
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9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTwo visitors Messrs Dan Kelley and Piper. Not much to consul about at Conference session.1:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellLooked after R.R. – nothing exciting.11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished arranging old texts in Bar Lib. preliminary to combining with old texts previouslyin Law Lib. Conference: Mainly discussed loss of (or rather absence of) 127 Ga + 231 Ky.Found a record of latter as due Mar. 26 on calendar pad but not noted who had borrowed it.May have lent it myself but don't remember.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Wilson in Conf. room 7.15 - 9.
Friday, April 8. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerPut nos in R.C.L. Explanatory notes 5, re-statement agency can't be found, when student(Mr. Badgett) wanted them. Looked in other boxes in vain. Later: C. F. H. pointed out thatMr. Blackard had removed it. Dusted Sec. 2. Students asked to read articles in Proc. Tenn.bar ass'n 1931, "Education of the coming lawyer + historical background of Tenn" p. 129.9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade up report for books added in March. Had neglected to count the treatises accessionedby Miss Tedford Mar. 4. Find by counting acc'n. nos. on slips returned to Law Lib by Main, atotal of 46 68 69 and I am not positive all slips were counted. Students restless – Came nearto calling on Mr. Witham for support of authority when Mr. Eldredge attempted to passaround a paper soliciting signatures after told to stop. He flared up once but subsided aftera little. Later on Mr. Dalstrom had to be stopped from doing likewise but he made noprotest. Told Mr. W. later + he said call on him if any further trouble. I hear that studentelections are in progress. Did not get much done as counting up books was fussy anddisturbed by restless behavior in the room. Wrote a note to Mr. Dwight that if interested inour dups of legal periodicals C. F. H. + E. L. O. would show him what we have. HHT doesn'tknow where they are, C. F. H. might show her. The list of dups made Oct 1930 and list of our"wants" Jan. 1931 are in middle right drawer, bottom compartment, if he wants to seethem. Mr. Witham has had an offer from N.B. Morrell of some more Tenn. Senate + Housejournals which he says he accepted. Took money left from K.B.L.A. to order mending clothas Miss Baker authorized. $1.97.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellFound many books left on truck.
Saturday, April 9. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerStarted on inventory. Took off ½ hr.9 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Monday, April 11. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerCopied inventory.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellUsual Monday work, plenty of odds and ends to catch up besides Monday afternoon alwaysfinds the room filled with students after Saturdays and Sundays holiday and much helpingto do. Messrs Smith and Wilson Conf. room 3 P.M. Later Messrs Ed Dalstrom and Wilson.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA very few in Lib. 5 only.
Tuesday April 12, 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell10 - 1 H. H. TurnerCopied inventory. Mr. Doughty paid 75¢ fine. As Shearman + Redfield is same treatise in 2vols, charged as one. He had asked clerk to return yesterday. (Seemed troubled that JudgeTaylor had been called up!!)2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellNaturally as Mr. Doughty got the books in Judge Taylor's name and for him he would be theone Lib. staff would give notice to. Truckman came.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on shelves combining old U. of T. + old K.B.L.A. old treatises.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday April 13" 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell9.20 - 11 H. H. TurnerTook off 20 min. of time due me.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAs students were pretty quiet did a little more shifting. Miss Baker asked for circulationstatistics so stopped to count up. Yesterday A.M. sent a money order to Gaylord Bros +ordered 2 yds. dark book cloth + 1 yd light to be addressed here. So if postman brings a roll,it can be opened + put on stock shelf. I find it so much easier to count circulation whenmarked by tally than when marked by figures. Counted up money again. Fines 70¢ short,Ink 8¢ short. Guess we'll have to lock it up. Miss Bergen phoned that Miss Tedford wouldcome probably tomorrow or Friday to accession. Told her two long sets are ready.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, April 14. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerOpened as C. F. H. was coming back tonight.9 - 11 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30Nothing of any interest transpiring this A.M. Miss Tedford came this afternoon to putaccession nos. in L.R.A. old and new series. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 1:30 - 2:30. Later heand Mr. Bernstein were in there. 3 visitors using Library most of the afternoon one a youngwoman from University History class.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Wm. Wilson in Conf. room 7 –
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Friday, April 15. 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerJudge Jones absent so many 2d year students first hour. Messrs Dye and Moore in Conf.room 9 - 11. Worked on inventory.9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted some more; mended a little using all of dark brown cloth + some of yellow which Iput on shelf under window.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerWorked on inventory. Mr. Moore in Conf. room 7.20 - 9.30. Big crowd of students. Largestnumber this winter in eve. Room almost full. Studious.
Saturday, April 16. 19328 - 10 H. H. TurnerInventory. Dusted. Cleaned things up. Students approved of dusting act! Said law bookssoiled new spring suits. Finished Tenn. + started bound law reviews. Cleaned lower rightdesk drawer. Called up Mr. Peters in reg. to over due book.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellRead shelves 127 Ga. still unaccounted for.
Monday, April 18. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerTruckman came. Worked on Inventory. Dusted. Many using library.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell1 student from Hill History dept. and many Law Students. Mr. Strauss in Conf. room 2 -4:30. Accessioned continuations.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA goodly, quiet, number.
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Tuesday April 19, 19327:45 - 12 C. F. HeiskellA number of students in Library at opening hour.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerInventories. Mr. Wilson in Conf. room 12.40 – . Helped Mr. Badgett look up treatises onPleading. He said Judge Jones wanted them all to read (and if possible, own) Chitty as theFather of Pleading – also to all read "McKelvey on Common law pleading," and he was gladlibrary had 2 copies. [E. L. Ogden handwriting] P.S. It has one cop. 1894 ed. + 1 cop. Ed. 21917 but this does not seem very much larger.2 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMany using Library and much looking after to be done.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted some more in Libr. Office. Transferred all of books on internat'l law to RR 4b butonly put them where there was vacant space. Did not arrange them – yet.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd. Put Chitty on Pleading on desk as per instructions + added McKelvey toinventory. Mr. W. Wilson in Conf. room 7.15 - 9.30.
Wednesday April 20,19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellNumbered some L.A.R.'s.9.40 - 1 H. H. TurnerKey of conference room has been missing for sometime. Did some cleaning – top of desk +c.Dusted sec. 7 – odd jobs.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted some; mended some; Miss Long brought up exam. schedule. It is in bottom drawerwith Libr. rules +c. Truckman came; Proof for Tenn. Bar Ass'n Index came – am taking ithome.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA large Library following and many books used besides that. A truckful found left whenopening Library for evening hour.
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Thursday, April 21. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerIn dusting this a.m. found v. 15 English ruling cases missing but saw later in inventory thatwe had it not. Worked on English reports +c. Dusted periodicals.9 - 12 C. F. Heiskell2 - 5:30Conference. Marked L.R.A. – also took charge at desk this afternoon.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Proof for Bar Ass'n index. Mr. Moore in Conf. room 7 –11 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on proof of Index to papers +c. in Proc. Bar Ass'n of Tenn. for Tenn. Law Rev.Conference 11 - 12: Agreed requests for reserves at exam. time will be accepted May 16.Made final adjustments in schedule in force next week when E. L. O. will be at Farm whileMiss Currell goes to A.L.A.
Friday, April 22, 19328 - 11 H. H. TurnerWorked more on inventory proof? Mr. Farrar took it away later.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Steivars, Watson and Wilson (Jack) selected for Tenn. Law Rev. next year – all threebusy getting subjects for their test case notes.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenThe following rec'd for Law Lib. from N.B. Morrell: Mitchell, Tenn. justice's manual, 1834;Tenn. Contest for governor, 2 v., 1895; Tenn. Gen'l Assembly: 1885 App. to Sen. J. (1 v.);1907, 1909 App. to House + Senate Journals (2 v.); 1925, House Journal, Senate Journal (2v.) a total of 8 v. Put some of the Journals in RR-2 + some with Bar set as there was notroom for all in either place without considerable shifting. Started off the "Governor'scontest" for cataloging + binding, if possible. Put Assigned Mitchell to RR-2. Odds + ends.One history student. One man to look up Ohio Workman's comp. law – seemed to get whathe wanted in Hubbell. Did some mending.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMitchell's Tenn. Justice an interesting old volume. Many students using Library this P.M.
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Saturday, April 23, 19328 - 10 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellA very busy morning, Students from Hill to help – as well as Law students and manyrequests and questions to answer as well as taking care of reserves and circulations toLawyers.
April, Monday, 25, 1932 [sic]8 - 1 C. F. HeiskellLibrary filled with students most of morning very restless on account of rain not being ableto get out and to smoke. Many books used and put up.1 - 5:30 H. H. Turner(5:30 - 7)7 - 9:30Made one trip of it. C. F. H. has had her first experience with Monday forenoon. Oftenalmost every chair has occupant, and sunshine doesn't seem to subdue their spirits, andattendant is kept busy putting away books. Have neglected to mention this, but Monday isthe most exacting day of the week and very little, except supervision, can be accomplished.Helped student from history dept. hunt up variety of material on Dred Scott case, assistedby Mr. Moore. Rec'd belated Legal directory (sent to Chatt. by mistake) and gave to Mr.Witham who seemed pleased to receive gift! Very quiet – large crowds, but easilycontrolled. Helped hunt up several English citations for Judge Hicks. Also Penna. case forMr. Piper. Mr. Stivers + W. Wilson in Conf. room (2.25 - 5). Miss Northrup asked forenquired about material on Justice Sanford (memorial address resolutions) in Proc. Am.bar ass'n 1930.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerAs only 3 young heroes braved the elements, worked on inventory. 6 in all.
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Tuesday April 26, 19328 - 2 C. F. HeiskellTruckman came along with things for accessioning he brought a package of book plates.Apropos of C. F. H. record of yesterday (Monday) morning experience – except in day of theweek, it was no new experience for as both Tuesday and Wednesday and Thursdaymornings, when Mr. Steinmetz doesn't have his class, the Library is well filled andsupervision as well as help much in evidence and no doubt this is the experience of all attimes. Mr. Headman to get subjects of Dr. Thaler test for which he was to spend one houron in Library. Accessioned. Mr. Blackard brought his copies of Restatement of Agency No. 5with notes to be used only in Lib. – put in the envelope by Agency Pamp box with cards forsigning attached.2 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerEnjoy afternoon duty very much. Quieter than the A.M. I think. Conference room occupiedby Messrs Bernstein + Strauss 2.45 - 5. Room so quiet that I worked on inventory. All JudgeHicks' large collection returned.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Moore in Conf. room.
Wednesday April 27. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on inventory. Miss Morrell came to look up some Univ. statistics. Mr. Bernstein inConf. room 11.40 – . Later joined by Mr. Strauss. Mr. Blackard asks, in case a representativeof the Prudential Life Insurance Co. calls here for him, to tell the man to phone him at hishome.1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellThursday April 28, 19328 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
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12.35 - 4.30 H. H. TurnerInventory. Helped Mr. Moore hunt case in Federal Rept. Advance Sheets. Helped Mr.Dalstrom look up an involved citation wrongly listed in Tenn. repts. (8 Tenn.) (volumemarked "Martin" should be "Martin and Yerger" to correspond with title page and citations(see Hicks)). Changed it accordingly “so other fellows wouldn't make same mistake.”Conference room used by Mr. Strauss 2.10 - 3.20. Students report no classes tomorrow asMessrs Witham and Blackard are going to Ed. conf. in Chattanooga. Mr. W. says "a mistake –classes as usual".4:30 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerConference room used by Mr. R.L. Moore only about ½ hour. 8 - 8.30. Such a studiouscompany, worked on inventory and dusted. Mr. Blackard says he, Mr. Witham and Mr.Kennerly are going to Chattanooga to hear address by Dean Pound.
Friday, April 29. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerStarted reading shelves. Did r.r. and libr. office all O.K. Dusted. Inventory. Mr. Strauss in Confroom 9 - 11.10. Few students as only 2 of the faculty in town.12:20 C. F. HeiskellAs I owed the University a ½ (half) hour on last Tuesday afternoons schedule I came earliertoday to make it up. Miss Tedford and Reeves came to accession Am. Dig. sets. MessrsBernstein and Strauss in Conf. room. Library deserted until after the Curnicus parade thenfilled to its usual afternoon crowd. Truckman came bringing a note to C. F. H. from MissWilliams to know if there was a volume of L.R.A. called the Green-book. Neither Univ. orBar Library had ever had such a book and C. F. H. had never heard of such a publication.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Horace Van Deventer to use Lib. and have C. F. H. help him with a number of cases thathad to run down.
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Saturday April 30. 19328 - 9 H. H. TurnerLeft early as 1 hr. was due on this past week's schedule. Building felt damp. Should havehad small furnace fire. Finished reading shelves. All O.K. but Ga. 127 – went even morethoroughly in search of it, pulling vols. out + poking about in odd comers in vain hope ofrunning it to Earth. As exam time is coming would suggest shelves being gone over everyweek.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellThe usual Saturday letting out book reserves and non-book reserves. Read shelves.
Monday, May 2. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on inventory. Finished all assigned by E. L. O. Dusted. Truckman brought checks.Mailed E. L. O.'s to her. Called up Mr. Huddle in regard to books due. He promised to returnS.E. 139 but asked to have others renewed. (Later, did so + renewed others.) Quite a largenumber in library most of the forenoon. Spent nearly an hour helping freshman classsearch for a 54 New Hampshire case (Chandler vs. Coe) in American repts. + Decisions. As itappears to be of great importance everyone was searching. Too early for Nat'l Reporter.Helped history student with American constitution refs. Miss Walsh called up from MissBaker's office to know in what publications and at what dates any members of staff had hadarticles published, Jan - April '32. Mr. Earl Wright came back and was referred to MissBaker.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Bolt and Martin Conf. room 2 P.M. - 2:30. Mr. Witham used Conf. room of afternoon.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday May 3, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTwo visitors, one to see Collier on Bankruptcy the other to look up some Ga. cases for Mr. T.A. Wright Jr. Made some new cards and boxes for Re-Statements as we are getting newdrafts of both Contracts and Torts.
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10.20 - 1 H. H. TurnerAm still taking back time, in small amounts (see p. 130 [entry for Monday, Feb. 8]). HelpedMr. O'Neal, (alumnus), hunt up treatises on Conflict of laws. He says his class is planning areunion this year.2 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellLooked after R.R. – Glad to have E. L. O. back.1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden[margin] on duty at Farm – week ending Apr 30 – Miss Currell at Lib Ass'n meeting.Nice to get back home from Farm, but am ungratefully going to run away again. MissBergen came to verify some cat. cards for recently accessioned vols. Told her plans Fri + SThurs + Fri. and asked her to explain to Miss Baker. She will ask Miss B. to let me know ifHHT may be let off from Main to come to Law Fri. P.M. No message has come so I presumeit is sanctioned. Miss B. said it was O.K. with her. Finished packing the last box of dups forMain Libr. and straightened RR 4b + 4 to which "International law" had been moved. Willfix up its inventory tomorrow. Takes forever to readjust wooden shelves resting on screws!May be good for staying qualities, but hard to change!7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerSaw Miss Baker at Cafeteria. Said she was very glad to have H. H. T. oblige E. L. O. in anyway she could, and Friday afternoon was satisfactory exchange (8 - 11; 1-5:30), so 1 - 5.30will be my schedule Friday, and 9 - 1 on Thursday (as on a "Farm" week). Large crowd +Mr. Horace Vandeventer. Mr. Moore in Conference room 7 - 9.30.
Wednesday May 4, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellAgain I must call attention to the mixing up of the re-statements. As this A.M. Real Propertywas in place of Agency, Contracts mixed with Conflicts of Law +c. – believe it would be thebest not to let the students handle them as they are not careful.10 9.20 - 1 H. H. TurnerCleaned up as well as I could. Dusted, scrubbed linoleum +c. Tried to make things as tidy aspossible. Straightened + dusted sec. 5. Dusted Tenn. (2) display case + current periodiclas.Also window sills.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenI agree with Miss Heiskell that students should not handle the restatements. It was toprevent their doing so that they were put on shelves near desk. Also it is best not to let astudent take whole box. They can be used by more readers if one is taken at a time. Took$1000 fine money to Main Libr.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA roomful of students. Mr. Moore in Conf. room 7 - 9:30. Mr. Van Deventer working in Lib.
Thursday May 5, 19328 - 11 C. F. HeiskellLibrary filled with freshmen as Mr. Steinmetz did not meet his class. As tag on key used forConf. room was missing put small chain that was sent to Library for such use by West Pub.Co.9 - 1 H. H. Turner1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellThe call of the out-door must have been to strong for much Lib. staying as so many weremissing from Reading room circle (?) Two students from the Hill. Mended some andrepasted labels on some volumes. One lawyer using Library.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Moore in Conf. room 7.05 - 9.30. Mr. Vandeventer. Large crowds until 9.30 – . Evidentlyevenings are popular now that warm weather is on us. P. S. ELO. had out of town visit.
Friday, May 6. 19328 - 11 H. H. Turner9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMarked and mended books.1 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerTruckman came. Mr. Foster in Conf. room 2.10 - 4. Quite a large number using library allafternoon.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellAfter a delightful visit to the Ogden Sisters came to Library duties with a large crowd tokeep company most of the evening, nearing Exams so much using of books as well asLibrary sitters among the students. P. S. ELO had out of town visitor.
Saturday, May 7. 19328 - 9 H. H. Turner1 hr. off.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellAfter H. H. T. left called up Mr. Huddle again and young women in office said he was out oftown and would not be back until next week. Explained the rule and fine for over due booksto her and she said she would see about the books. Hope she returns them by closing timeas she was also told Lib. would not be open after 12:30 P.M. Unless returned today Mr. H.will have quite a fine to pay as he has out 4 volumes. Marked some more L.R.A. Readshelves.
Monday, May 9.19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerConference room used by Messrs Blackard + Wilson 11.20 – . Put nos. in American Digests.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellThe 1932 R.C.L. Supplement came and were put in Permanent Supp. volumes. Mr. Wm.Wilson Conf. room 2:30 - 5. A large crowd using Library.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellA good crowd in Library until storm began coming on then they left and Librarian had it toherself.
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Tuesday, May 10th 19328 - 12 C. F. Heiskell2 - 5Spent a good part of the A.M. mending Fed. Rept. and Dictionary – the words beginningwith "I" must be the stumbling block as it is the pages beginning with this letter that are theones mended the most. Saw one of the students tear one of the pages and on speaking tohim of the rough way in which he was turning the pages he was rather insolent about ituntil I reminded him I saw him tear the page he said he didn't after which he becamesubdued in his attitude. Truckman 4:30 P.M.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in Amer. Digests.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerInventory. Mr. Moore in Conf. room 8.50 - 9.30.
Wednesday, May 11. 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellCalled up Mr. Thomason about his books due.9 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Inventory.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenVerified inventory, copied by H. H. T. Mr. Thomason's office called to ask what books werethe due – he out of town + a good many books about. Yesterday did not record that Mr.Witham talked with L. Joroulmon about books borrowed for his use by O. Huddle. He askedfacts in case + then said to charge Mr. J. with fines due when he asked renewal – 4 books @25¢ for 1 day = $1.00 (Is that right?) and when he protests (as Mr. W. says he will) send himto Mr. W. He told Mr. J. the books would be renewed till May 16. Sent two cops. Tenn. LawRev. to Miss Baker, and reserved on[e] for Mr. Wire and another for Miss Kirschner whocompiled the list of memorials. Phoned Miss Walsh the last box of duplicates was ready forthe Main Libr. Mr. Thomason phoned – said he would try to return some books to night butjust got in (5:20) and leaves at 7 A.M. for Sevierville where he will need the rest of thebooks hoping the case will be finished to morrow but can't tell. Renewed books for 5 daysbut urged return earlier if possible. Ink station filled.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Chas. Moore Conf. room 7:15 - 9.
Thursday, May 12. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerInventory.9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellConference 11 - 12. H. H. T. reported she had posted reserve schedule for Exams.2 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellBegan making up list of State Repts and Digests, taking them from the two pamphlets thatwere given by Mr. Steinmetz. Also looked after R.R.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden11 - 12: Conference: Miss Heiskell kindly offered locked drawer of her desk to keep finemoney + ink money in as Lib. desk in RR. locks all drawers at once if one is locked. Hearthat Mr. Wicker is coming to teach Wills +c in Mr. Blackard's place the first term of summerschool. Finished combining old treatises of Univ. + Bar collections + getting shelf list readyto copy.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Moore in Conf. room 7 - 9.30. Inventory. A S.W. (n.s.) had been misplaced and was muchwanted, so read all Nat'l reporter shelves and finally located it.
Friday, May 13. 19328 - 10.30 H. H. TurnerTried to make top of desk look as well as Mr. McClure's clean floors. Read part of shelves asI hate doing all in one day. Copied inventory. Mr. Gordon used Conf. room 8 - 10.10.9 - 1 C. F. HeiskellWorked on Inventory sheets for the State Reports fist.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenChecked over some of the inventory lists again; made a tentative schedule for exam –commencement week to submit to Miss Baker + Mr. Witham.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, May 14. 19328 - 9.35 H. H. TurnerFinished reading shelves. All O.K. but Ga. 127.9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellAgain had a hunt for Contracts and found it in Agency. Truckman came.
Monday, May 16.1932
8 - 1 H. H. TurnerHelped students make their reserves. Very few so far. Worked on inventory. Found S.C. casein S.E. for Mr. Sam Young.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Foster Conf. room 2 P.M. - 3 P.M. Messrs Farrar and Goddard 3:15 - 4.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, May 17, 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellMr. Chas. Moore in Conf. room 8:30 - 10.10 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut nos. in Digests. Inventory. Helped freshman hunt up 5 Eng. cases. Dusted Neb. repts.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenConcerning Mr. Jourolmon's books: Mr. Witham said as he remembered it, Mr. J. wanted touse them today Monday, so he advised we consider them due today, but wait till tomorrowto notify him and if not returned, let fines date from tomorrow. Miss Baker came to talkschedules. She figured that E. L. O. would begin vacation on May 23, return Je 7 (then Sep 1- 15), CFH begin May 30 (morning) return night of Je. 13, then Sep. 15 - 30. Someadjustment will have to be made for night service May 30, 31 Je. 1, 9, 10; CFH + ELOsuggested some time could be gained by cutting out HHT's overlaps this week and also ELOon Thurs., so that ELO could help out evenings + HHT not have to give up all her Main Lib.hours. We figured on it but nothing conclusive. Decided however ELO will not go to Farmthis week. HHT might be prepared for some change in cut out of overlaps this week,however to compensate for extra time next week.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Jameson in Conf. Room 7.40 – .
Wednesday May 18th 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellCalled up the Huddle and Jourolman firm according to Mr. Witham's suggestion, tho wassorry to be the one to do it again. Mr. Huddle came to phone and promised to return booksand fines today.10.30 - 1 H. H. TurnerMarked Digests. Worked on schedules. Mr. Wm. Wilson in conf. room 12.45 – .1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on schedule. Miss Baker called up about it + after some questions said go on +work out the plan on the basis last proposed by us. E. L. O. off May 26 - Je 8; CFH Je 1 - 15;HHT stay on through Je 15. As to Sept., said Main might be short of help then + if HHTcomes back Sep. 15, she could count on her or me for help else where if needed. Univ. cat.not out for 10 days says Mr. W. but think Fall term begins Sep. 26. Truckman came. Mr. W.asked about R Moore's behaviour: I reported it "quite Christian" – greatly improved. Hopethis will last. Arranged "reserved requests" under date, then by alphabet – of author.Restatements under "R."7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. John Hudson using Library.
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Thursday, May 19, 19328 - 9 H. H. TurnerTook time to compensate for extra hours later.9 - 12 C. F. HeiskellTransferred Stack room copy of Williston on Contracts 5 vols. to R.R. shelves putting themore worn edition in Stacks. Have mended the Univ. set as best as I can but it really needsto be sent to bindery as the sewing is getting broken.12 - 2 E. L. OgdenSorted out "rules" + "schedules" + put them in separate folders. "Rules" are now where"box numbers" used to be in black ring-book. Mr. Witham says charge Mr. Jourolmon withfines but do not notify him any more. Miss Baker phoned to send up High on Receivers +Sutherland – Interpretation of statutes for cataloging. Found Sutherland had been returnedto Mr. Van Deventer – it was loaned. Mr. Witham will try to borrow it for the use of students2d term. Am sending also for cataloging Sedgwick Interpretation +c. – made cards chargedthese to Main Lib.2 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMiss Codderly who has worked down here before came and C. F. H. helped her in getting upher material.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Strauss in Conf. room 7.15 - 9.30.
Friday, May 20, 19328 - 10.20 H. H. TurnerTook 40 min. off back time (see p. 130 [entry for Monday, Feb. 8]). Mr. Roy Moore inConference room 8.30 – .9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on schedule. Am taking to Miss Baker tomorrow to see if she wants anything elseadjusted.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
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Saturday, May 21. 19328 - 9 H. H. Turner9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellInk spilled all over desk – also found Mr. O. Tate had returned his 2 vols. of Williston onContracts at the appointed hours but cards hadn't been stamped off tho the Vols. returnedto shelves without the cards being put in. When shelves were looked over before reserveswere taken out found Mechem Outline of Agency cop. 2 was missing had been taken outbetween 8 A.M. and time of looking thru shelves at 10 A.M. Was in its place last eveningwhen books were put up for overnight. Helped Mr. Van Deventer in looking up some of hisobscure citations.
Monday, May 23. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerDon't know anything about omissions on p. 223 [entry for Saturday, May 21]. As E. L. O.was here working on schedule, left as Mr. Tate came in the door at 2 min. to 9. Cleaned desk+c. Gave Mr. Styles memorandum in regard to fine. He will take it up with Miss Ogden. Mr.Bernstein in Conf. room 12.55 –1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellConcerning the 2½ hours that is due on Library schedule by me and is owing to either E. L.O. or H. H. T. – I can make them up either on Tuesday evening May 31st or wait until thatevening of June 16th which will be the Thursday I return from leave of the two weeks. E. L.O. + H. H. T. can decide which way they wish it paid. Shelves read at leaving time and allbooks accounted for except the one taken Saturday A.M.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFolded papers for shelf labels. Read shelves RR-5.
Tuesday May 24, 19328 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMessrs Jo Dalston and Jarvis in Conf. room 8 - 9. Messrs Badgett and Meredith 9 - 12 Conf.room. Truckman came. Mr. Allen in Conf. room 12 – . Called up Mr. J. Hudson as to booksdue.
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1 - 2:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Miss Baker about Huddle + Jourolmon failure to return books. See copy of letter. Mr.Witham will speak to freshmen on disappearance of Mechem Outlines on Agency. Put somelocation marks on cards.2:30 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellAm putting in an 8 hours schedule Library duty to-day relieving both H. H. T. + E. L. O. whoare taking some time due them off. Library very quiet only a few in studying for Exams. Allbooks in place on looking over shelves at 5:30.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerTook care of Advance Sheets + made shelf labels. Mr. Foust, Watson, Badgett in Conf room7.50 – . 9.20 J. Dalstrom joined by Mr. Whalen + Tate, Allen, R. Moore. Read shelves at 9.25.O.K. 5, 4, 4a.
Wednesday May 25, 19328 - 1 C. F. HeiskellMr. John Hudson returned books due on yesterday this A.M. at opening hour, said he'd seeMiss Baker as to fine for overdue, did not seem to think he should pay it? Messrs Chas.Moore and Parks in Conf. room 8 - 12.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Miss Baker about sending for box of dups. She said she'd see when they could getthe truck. She said also that she wanted to consider very carefully what to say in theJourolmon matter + may not have time to get her letter off before she goes out of townto-night for a week. In the meantime she suggests that if any other case comes up to saythat we are only carrying out the rules "as stated in the contract signed by members."Phoned various firms about 127 Ga., picking out the ones who had been borrowing orvisiting the Lib. in Feb. or before, as far as I could tell. As to Mr. Styles fine, I do not see howit could be calculated on any other basis. If he wants to take it up with Main Lib. I will abideby their decision. Facts are: Ref. book borrowed for Moot Court, which closes about 4.Allowing until 5 to bring it back, charging 25¢ for the first hour, and 5¢ an hour thereafteruntil its return at 12, noon on Thurs. May 19; making it .90 + .25 = $1.15. Worked some onlocation marks but leave much unfinished. Hope it will not make trouble until I get at itagain next week. Did not finish stating Miss Baker's remarks about Jourolomon – Said to beas calm as we can, as it is irritating (to her also) – that what she does now will decide things+ that is why she wants to be extra careful.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellTrust there will not be any more irritating occurrences like the Huddle-Jourolmon affair tocome to us Law Library folks. At 9 P.M. Mr. Wm. Wilson came in with Mechems Outlines ofAgency, the missing one, said he went into Locker-room and it was lying on window sill.The card has been taken from it as you can see. Glad tho it had turned up, some of thestudent said Mr. Witham had given quite a strong talk about its being taken, so guilty partymust have thought it wise to return. Books accounted for – 9:30 P.M.
Thursday May 26. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerConf. room occupied by Mr. Badgett, R. Moore 8.25 - 12, off + on. 10.20 – Johnson,Eldridge, Tate, Meredith later. Alphabeted slips, made notices of library hours for summerschedule, + shelf cards. Miss Baker called up to make enquiries about Jourolomon [sic] finesloans. Later a messenger brought back 3 of the overdue vols. but had forgotten to returnpamphlet on Group ins. He asked for memo. of fine and promised to return with pamphletand check.1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellMr. Witham came in to speak of Mr. J. Hudson calling him up as to the books he, Mr. H., keptout over time. Mr. Witham said that under the circumstances he told him he'ld take care ofit – but he also said that we do right to make them understand we have nothing to do withremitting fine and only carry out the rules or directions given us and that any let up of finesor rules must come from the Head of Depts. and that it is with them it must be taken upwith, to be sure to impress this strongly on the offender's mind. Said I did right as to myattitude and ruling in this case but for this time we'ld let it pass. Read shelves.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerRead secs. 4, 4a, + 5 at closing time. All O.K.
Friday, May 27. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerShelf labels. Put nos. in Centennial digests. Mr. Styles in Conf. room 9.25 - 12. Found case fora Fla. lawyer. (Tenn. Chancery. Peck vs E.T. Lumber Co.) 53 SW p. 1107
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1 - 5:30 C. F. HeiskellCalled up some of the law firms as to 127 Ga. – no success so far in tracing it. Truckmancame. Among books +c brought were the 2 vols. of Minnesota Repts. sent to bindery – vols.25-26, 27-28 – also a copy of Miss Baker's letter to Mr. Huddle in reference to the bookskept out so long. The gentleman from Florida returned and I gave him his case in S.W.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellMrs. Anderson, Messrs Barkley and Dalstrom in Conf. room 8:30 – . All books accounted for.
Saturday, May 28. 19328 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerRead all shelves. O.K. except 127 Ga. (Tenn Bar Proc. 1931 ? reported missing by E. L. O. stillout of place). Messrs Moore + Park in Conf. room 8 – .9 - 12:30 C. F. HeiskellFinished calling up Members of K.B.L. who had used Library or gotten out books since thedisappearance of 127 Ga - met with no success in this trail. Worked on list of State Repts.Shelves to sections in R.R. read.
Monday, May 30th 19328 - 1 C. F. HeiskellWm. Wilson Conf room 8 - 12. Mr. Dwight sent down to Law College a copy of "High onReceivers," asked for by Mr. Witham and bought by Miss Baker at Mr. W. request. When itwas opened it was found to be the old edition of 1876 and of which the Univ. Law Libraryhas a copy and also the 1894 Ed. and the Bar Library had the 1910 Ed. C. F. H. called Mr.Witham's attention to this and he said he ordered, or thought he said, the 1910 Ed. as twocopies would be needed for Summer School. Said to call up Main Lib. and say it was the1910 Ed. he wanted. After calling up Miss Williams she hunted up his, Mr. W., letter of May4th asking Miss Baker to order High on Receivers from Mr. Dwight who had a copy muchcheaper than could be gotten from Catalogue (and no wonder being such an out of datevolume). Mr. Witham did not state in his letter which edition he wanted, thus the error.After Mr. W. saw his copy of letter to Miss Baker he said it was his mistake and we'ld keepthis edition and to send it to Main for accessioning. So now we'll possess 2 vols. of 1876 -Hight (?) [sic] and only one of 1910. All books accounted for at 1 P.M. Worked on St. Repts.lists.1 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Clark presented law library with cop. of 1932 Volunteer. Read 4a + 5. O.K.
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7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellCertainly was a nice thing that of Mr. Clarks to give the Law Library a copy of Volunteer of1932 – tis a most attractive issue. Messrs Jarvis, Johnston, Martin Conf. room 7:45 - 8:30.Shelves looked over and found O.K. Forgot to mention this A.M. that I put in ½ hour overmy usual Monday schedule which is 7 hrs.
Tuesday May 31st 19328 - 1 C. F. Heiskell3 - 5E. L. O. - it is no need to look to finding 127 Ga. among the called up Bar members nonehave it so they report. Some casually reminded me they had never been in or used theLibrary since it was moved to Law College 4 years ago (?) Messrs Fitzgerald and WhittleConf. room 8:15. Called up Mr. Ambrose as to book taken out by him for T.G. McConnell.Spoke to Joe Dalston last evening, when he wanted to take out a book, of the fine he owed,and did not let him take out his wanted book. Said he would pay when he got a chequecashed. So look out – Think he said Miss Turner was at desk when he brought them in butC. F. H. charged the fine. Worked on St. Repts. inventory. Have asked Mr. Harton, the LawRev. Secretary to leave any correspondence in regard to current Law Rev's he may havebetween this and the time of his leaving with whoever is on duty at desk so I can have it forlooking over and reference when I return to work. Truckman came bringing back 11 vols.of Tenn Repts that came from bindery, see checked list. Also salary cheques, mailed E. L. O.to her which reminds me Lib is out of stamps. [margin, H. H. Turner handwriting:] shelooked in wrong env. All unfinished work that is my province will be taken up and finishedon my return two weeks hence. All vols. in sec. 4 + 5 accounted for at 12:50. Goodbye andall good wishes for ye both.1 - 5.30 H. H. Turner7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerReccomend [sic] article in law library journal, v. 25 no. 2, on "Semi legal material in barass'n library." by Olive C. Lathrop, pp. 88 - 94.
Wednesday, June 1. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerEd Dalstrom and W. Wilson in Conf. room 8.15 – . Dusted Atlantics, Nat'l repts. NumberedCen. digests. Read 4a, 4b, 5, all OK
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1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade sign of schedule June 2 - 8 to hang downstairs. Mr. Styles paid his fine. If Mr.Steinmetz gives his exam as he did last year the Lib. will be lively to morrow. He dealt outcards with questions to look up + evidently covered much ground to judge by the numberof books used. Harton + Johnson in Conf. room 1:30 – .7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFolded paper for shelf labels. Shelves 4a, 4b, + 5 O.K. at closing time.
Thursday, June 2. 19328 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Wm. Wilson also Mr. Sivers, Ed Dalstrom + Headman in Conf. room 8.40 – . Made shelflabels and summer schedule to take to Main library for copying. Continued dusting –finished NE. Mr. Steinmetz did not conduct exam in library. Assisted two lawyers fromAtlanta.1 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAttended to cards + notes from Miss Bergen. Sent Miss Bergen the M.S. cop of ELO + HHT'sindex to papers +c in Bar Ass'n of Tenn. also a cop. of Tenn. Law Rev. containing the printedform to be put in pam. binder + returned. Read RR 4a, 4b, Display case + 5. All there. Movedthe Irish indenture to the top drawer of vertical case in front of Tenn. libraries. PutCaldwell's Sketches of Bench + Bar on shelves. Gave Gerstenberg on Constitution + Clark +Marshall on Crimes back to Mr. Witham. Two or three students for brief periods + astranger to use Code. He'll be back.
Friday, June 3. 19[32]9 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Truckman came. Mr. Warner receiving congratulations on arrival of son (Charles) lastnight. Dusted N.W. Made Copied a page of inventory overlooked. Finished putting nos. inCen. digests. Helped Florida lawyer hunt up case – or get more material on it – relating totract of land in Great Smokies. Started pasting book plates in Am. decisions.
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Saturday, June 4. 19328 - 12 H. H. TurnerContinued pasting book plates + dusting. Mr. Moses (from Fla) complimented us on use ofpasteboard strips to protect tops of books and general orderly appearance of library. Read4a, 4b, + 5 before leaving all OK. Mr. Blackard in Conf. room 11.15 - 12. Mr. Snepp enquiredwhen law library will re-open in eve. as he wished to use it at that time.
Monday, June 6, 1932CommencementTelephone call from Leslie Bass as to how he could get a book urgently needed for a case at9 A.M. tomorrow. Had tried to get Mr. Witham but couldn't. Wanted to know if Mr. McClurecould be given permission to open the Library + let him get it. I said no – I would comemyself. For sake of precedent did not think such permission would be wise. He protested atmaking me so much trouble but I insisted on coming anyway – ELO.
Tuesday, June 7. 19328 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Wish E. L. O. had phoned me to come down yesterday as I could have easily done so, and itseems as if it ought to have been my "job". Put marks on K.B.L.A. cards; book plates +c.Helped visitor look up a case in Federal reporter. 2 (prizewinners) students, only. DustedPac.
Wednesday, June 8, 19329 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Put marks on slips, pasted book plates, and dusted. Mr. Snodgrass who is going to attendsummer school was introduced to the law library. Representative of Butterworth Co.London inspected English repts. with object of selling us a Digest. Mr. Farrar asked me torepair some text books. Told him Miss Ogden could do a neater job but he said it didn'tmatter as he had already sold them!! Dusted inside of desk.
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Thursday, June 9, 19328 - 12.15 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates. Various summer school students appeared, and about 25 reported. Mr.Wicker made his first appearance and seems glad to be back. Enquired for the otherlibrarians. Nearly all students using library are old standbys, and the few newcomersmerely looked around. Not much studying going on. Truckman came. There were 18 inlibrary, including 3 lawyers. Most of them stayed only a short time, but some all themorning. Miss Dorothy Cleveland, teacher of Libr. Science Teachers' College, California,Penna. paid library a call at 12.05. Had to turn her out.1: 15 - 5 E. L. OgdenAbout 15 (forgot to count fill some had gone). At least 5 new students – one a girl F.B.Arnotte who is taking this Term to see whether she wants to go on with it. Attended tovarious odds + ends. Asked Mr. McClure to get out electric fan. Mr. Witham wants one in hisoffice as last year. Agreed to chip in with others of faculty to get ice + paper cups.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFew readers – most of them all through till near closing. Cards. Mending.
Friday, June 10. 19328 - 12.15 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates in Am. repts. Began a final thorough reading of shelves, which I willfinish the first of next week. Put marks on K.B.L. slips. Helped Mr. Snodgrass use the newCode. Helped someone else with an English case. Miss Williams called up to ask if index toEng. repts. v. 2 had been sent here by mistake. 27 persons in library – 5 of them newstudents.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished bringing cards to date. Began sorting book advts +c waiting for attention onbottom shelf. Fifteen, or more. Styles + several others in Conf. room most of the afternoonstudying for bar exam. Let Mr. Stivers use his typewriter at lawyers' table while Conferenceroom was in use. In putting away some new Amer. Law Inst. Restatements, put supersededConflicts + Contracts behind the others. Truckman came.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenContinued clearing out pams. +c. 7 readers.
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Saturday, June 11, 19328 - 12 E. L. OgdenReaders, 10 or more, including one man who works in special agent's dept., Southernrailway "not a lawyer" but legal information helps in his work.
Monday, June 13. 19328 - 12:15 E. L. OgdenShifted. Got old texts + Ref. texts into the rooms where they are to stay but space notadjusted. About a dozen readers, several of them to study for bar exam.1.15 - 5 H. H. Turner7 - 9.30Put nos. in Tenn. repts. Went on reading shelves. 18 present nearly all the afternoon. Verystudious and quiet. Continued same work in eve. 6 users of library. Marked K.B.L.A. slips.
Tuesday, June 14. 19328 - 12.15 H. H. TurnerPut nos. on Tenn. repts. Cleaned top of desk. Dusted N.W. Rpts. Helped student look up casein 1858 Code. Called up Mr. McConnell concerning 267 Penn. State – was told that he wouldsend word whether he wished it renewed. 17 users from opening until nearly noon.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenShifted. Have the Libr. Office about as it will stay. Did a little mending. Truck man came.Readers, 12.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerSpent sometime in library office studying the new locations of treatises. Think the presentarrangement a great improvement. Put marks on K.B.L. slips. 8 users almost the entiretime.
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Wednesday, June 15. 19328 - 12.15 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates in Am. State repts., put marks on K.B.L.A. slips. On examining vols. ofAm. state repts, top shelf found long lost 127 Ga.! Helped student find case in Misc. N.Y.Went on reading shelves. Helped Mr. Snodrass. He says he expects to stay here until hegraduates. Feel an especial interest in him as his father brother was a pupil of my father's.13 users. 161:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenArranged slips preparatory to making a new inventory list for Libr. Office. Gomer Hoskins,former law grad. came to get suggestions for legal-historical topic in Tenn. for a thesisunder Dr. Hamer. He looked over titles of papers of Tenn. Bar Ass'n + thought themsuggestive – gave him a cop. of Tenn. Law Rev. 1932. He will be back.7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Odds + ends. 3 readers but two stayed till closing time.
Thursday June 16. 19328 - 12.15 H. H. TurnerRegular schedule, until fall, closed at Main library at 5 yesterday (4.30 to be exact, butfinished hour over there!) but am taking C. F. H.'s time as she is away. Miss Baker gavepermission "in this particular case". Worked on new inventory (Libr office). Truckmancame. 16 users.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished shifting + fitting cardboards in conference room. Users 12 (about). Was out of theroom + did not count the come + go very accurately. Yesterday the 1932 revenue law (U.S.)came as a special pam. suppl. to U.S. Code Annotated. It may be asked for.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenShelf Worked with inventory lists and shelf labels + miscellaneous.
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Friday, June 17. 19328 - 12:15 H. H. TurnerWorked on inventory. C. F. H. called up that she had returned so she owes me only 8½hours instead of 15. Later heard from C. F. H. that Miss Baker said she wasn't to return untiltomorrow at 8 A.M., so I will come back tonight as originally planned. This will make no. ofhours due: 11 hrs. Suppose I shall now return Sept. 19 [number inked over] p.m. (one).Finished reading shelves O.K. 12 users.1:15 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenSent Main Lib. for cataloging: N.J. State Bar Ass'n. Yearbook 1931 - 32 (came addressed toTenn. State bar ass'n – which I presume means Tenn. Law Rev.) and a pam: "Constitution ofthe U.S. . . . Constitution of S.C. as amended 1932. Indexed by W.H. Wicker" gift of Mr.Wicker. Inventory lists and odds + ends.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMet Miss Baker this afternoon + she said that I should ask Miss Ogden to calculate the exacttime on Sept. 19 that I should return to my duties “on the basis of these 11 hrs.” Made shelflabels. Put in a few book plates in Am. State repts. Sorry not finish the job. 6 users nearly allthe time. Goodbye until Sept. tho' I shall drop in unofficially.
Saturday June 18th 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellNice to be back on me job after my much needed rest – also to find Library friendswelcome. Certainly appreciate the kindness of E. L. O. and H. H. T. in taking my time, the10:30 hours (ten hours and a half) I was away from Library. Called up Miss Baker as soonas I could get in touch with her after several attempts and told her I could come back onyesterday but she thought, for some reason 'twas better to wait until this A.M. beforereturning for duty. Glad to read that 127 Ga. has returned to fold – like H. H. T. – think itmust have been slipped in as we both gave such a diligent looking for it. Looked over shelfarrangement. Made some new cards for Re-Statements. Answered phone and question andassistance many times. 11 in Lib. 7 of these old students.
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Monday June 20, 19328 - 12:15 C. F. HeiskellSee Mr. Overton is back(?) Miss Baker called up to know if the Jourolmon and Huddle finehad been paid? Told her there was no record of it having been paid and felt sure it hadn'tand also the charge-slip for Pamphlet on "Group Insurance" showed it had not beenreturned. She told C. F. H. to write her a statement of this pamphlet, its author, or by whomwritten, date of meeting, under what Association, and where. This information to be mailedher – not phoned, at once. C. F. H. got together all available information she could find onthis Pamphlet and have mailed it to her along with fines to date. 12 using Lib. – some ofthese Grad. Students preparing for Bar Exams. Mr. Henry Hudson also using Library. Mr.Montgomery sent up book for students to use in Lib. Library has a copy also.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenAccording to Miss Baker's message through H H Turner (see this book June 17, 7 - 9:30)have calculated as follows, on the basis of hours stated in Miss Baker's memo. of June 15:HHT substituted for C. F. H.June 16, 8 - 12:15 1:15 - 5 4 ¼ hrs. 3 ¾[June] 17, 8 - 12:15, 7 - 9:30 4 ¼[June 17,] 7 - 9:30 2 ½Corrected total 11 hrs. 10 ½ hrs.To be credited to H. H. T.June Fri. Sep. 16 9 - 12,1:30 - 4 5 ½ hrs.Sat [Sep.] 17 9 - 12 3 [ hrs.]Mon [Sep.] 19 9 - 12 3 [ hrs.]11 ½ hrs.This calls for Miss Turner to come back at noon 1:30 Monday Sept. 19, Miss Heiskell goingoff duty on the same date at 12 noon. Gives H. H. T. an extra ½ hour. I hope this arithmeticis correct and on the basis to meet Miss Baker's instructions. C. F. H. on page 251 [SaturdayJune 18] counted the time as 10 ½ hrs. but I do not see where my error comes in adding itup to 11. Am writing note to Miss Baker to the above effect. Also asked if binding would besent soon after July 1 as usual. Did odds + ends. A little mending. 12 users. P.S. CFH's countO.K.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell8 students 1 Instructor in Library.
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Tuesday June 21 19328 - 12:15 E. L. OgdenDid not count users – not as many as usual. Mended (6 v. finished). Transferred suppliesfrom vertical file to shelf in Lib. Office under Libr. daily record books + put in their placesome of the contents of the two upper drawers and material awaiting attention on bottomshelf near desk. When finally cleared of this, will use this shelf for vols. lent by faculty +others for students use + for continued growth of Restatements. Miss Long came to getfolder of lists of books offered for advts in Tenn. Law Rev. Also borrowed shears. Noted C. F.H.’s correction of calculated leave. She is quite right – I overlooked the fact of E. L. O. + HHTexchanging on Thurs. morning + afternoon hours. By Miss Baker's memo. of June 15, thatHHT is to be given benefit of extra time rather than split a morning or afternoon period, thetime of HHT's return would still be Sep. 19 at 1:30. Miss Baker's note sounds as though shethought C. F. H. has had shorter hours up to time of her vacation, which isn't the case. Shemust have had in mind the summer schedule which as now arranged calls for fewer hoursin summer than in winter. Have corrected the note which is waiting to be sent to MissBaker.1:15 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMiss Baker called up to say to us Law Librarians that the use of Law Library and its bookswas suspended to the Jourolmon and Huddle firm until fine of $15.25 was paid, said shewas writing them a letter today to that effect and for us to watch closely and if anythingshould come up not to hesitate to let her know. Think this is the gist of her phone message.14 using library 4 of these Grad. students studying for Bar Exams.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended (2v.); put new location marks on cards. Sent Miss Baker a note that Sutherland onStatutory construction had been borrowed from H. Van Deventer for use of students in 2dterm but Mr. Witham would like a cop. of Black on same topic of possible to purchase.Should have noted this A.M. that Miss Williams phoned to ask price of Agency restatement5 which someone had phoned about from Law College. Hope that means it will bepurchased.
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Wednesday June 22, 19328 - 12:15 C. F. HeiskellFind on Calendar pad a charge of 72 N.J. Eq. to Gen. C. T. Cates but find no charge sliprecord. Later on having to go in stacks where N.J. Repts are found 72 had been returned -wouldn't it be well[?] to mark off calendar pad record when books are returned? Mr.Witham also returned 142 Tenn. of which there was no record and C. F. H. had missed onlast evening when putting up books. Finished putting book plates in Am. St. Repts. They are,the "Trinity Set," ready for accession nos. Will resume the putting of call nos. +c in A.L.R. –also finish up the inventory list of St. Reports. 14 in Library.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenJoyful news! State Bar Exam to be held this year in Knoxville High School Bldg – 9 A.M. June29. Truckman. Mr. McClure at E. L. O.'s suggestion asked for U.T. electrician's services intaking squeak out of fan. Miss Baker called to ask again for statement of what was said – orrather was written statement given Jourolmon + Huddle messenger when books werereturned. Read her HHT's statement, morning May 26 (p. 288 this book). Miss Baker alsoasked for memo of present Law Libr. schedule. Said I would send it to her. Miss Longshowed letter asking if Title page to recent Tenn. Law Rev. would be pub., as index is in last.no. – it seems the t.p. was forgotten. I suggested that it would be desirable to state that thiswould be included in the next issue if she thought it would be safe to commit herself. Mr.Farrar wanted to borrow Code for overnight. Had to tell him his borrowing privilegesceased upon graduation. Miss Walsh called saying binding would be sent soon after July _ +Miss Baker said get ready all we can spare. Mended 4 v.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell6 using Library.
Thursday June 23 1932
8 - 12:15 E. L. OgdenCooler + paper cups installed. Cups + ice paid for by contributions from faculty. When firstsupply gives out will see about more. Electric fan attended to. Warren Kennerly in Library.Mr. Warner will get the folders from display case some time. Miss Long came to ask for listof Tenn. Law Rev. exchanges (if any). E. LO did not succeed in finding it. Miss L. said shewould wait till she could see Mr. Harton. Mr. Witham is getting data about the Rev. to taketo State bar ass'n meeting. Mended 2 books. Began on Pub. Util. Fortnightly for binding.Moved current unbound nos. to periodical shelves with bound vols of Fortnightly, insteadof with Pub. Util. Reports as space there can be more easily adjusted.
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1:15 - 5 C. F. HeiskellNumbered L.A.R. – helped some students – 12 in library.7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellPaying up E. L. O. the debt of May 23rd. 10 library users.
Friday June 24, 19328 - 12:15 C. F. HeiskellMiss [?] reports Mr. Witham as having gone to Nashville to the meeting of St. BarAssociation. Several calls yesterday afternoon, evening and this A.M. for "Proposed FinalDraft No. 1" of Contracts so brought it back in to line. Answered phone calls this A.M. forMiss Long as she was holding an Exam for one of the Instructors. Marked L.A.R. Very few inLibrary this A.M.: 8 in all. Mr. J.P. Powers working all morning.1:15 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding. Will go up to Main Lib. to morrow after 10:15 to get some morebinding information. Few in Lib. Attendance will show decrease after the state bar exam!7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell
Saturday June 24 [sic], 19328 - 12 C. F. HeiskellWorked on periodicals.
Monday June 27, 19328 - 12:15 C. F. HeiskellWorked on bindery list – not many using Library – 2 lawyers.
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1:15 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenTalking with Miss Franklin Sat. learned there is a new price list for N.L.B. books virtuallythe same as Ruzicka's prices – made copy of it for Law Lib. Main Lib. is having "rebinds" ofbooks done in "durostyle." Miss Mary Helen Clemens says they no longer use "vegetableglue" for mending but another glue. Will get a small bottle filled sometime when I go. Sheshowed materials for mending + attaching loose covers + gave me a package of marginstrips, one of gummed cloth + several feet of double stitched books cloth for attaching loosebacks. I had already found “Vegetable glue” less effective than Le “Pages” though of betterodor. Worked on binding. Began to make up a list of exchanges for Tenn. Law Rev. withsubscription values, which Mr. Witham wanted this P.M. but fortunately Mr. Hartonhappened in + gave him a list before I had wasted much time. Mr. Henry Hudson + NealSpar stayed a long time. Mr. H. wants Law Lib. to buy his set of Interstate Commerce Com'nReports complete up to within the last two or three vols. Mr. Witham much pleased withthe satisfaction of the Bar Ass'n with Tenn. Law Review. He says exchanges received up toJuly 1, 1931 are to be regarded as gifts. Received since that time will be paid by for byLibrary. 14 users.7 - 9:30 C. F. Heiskell8 in Library.
Tuesday June 28, 19328 - 12:15 E. L. OgdenTruckman came. Gave him a note asking Miss Franklin for more binding slips. Worked onbinding. Had notes from Miss Williams about books on Statutory Interpretation.Understood her to say in conversation Sat. that final decision was to have Black ordered.Ten users.1:15 - 5 C. F. HeiskellMiss Baker phoned to say she wanted the summary for June by sure by the 30th or evenbefore that except but she wanted it to include the 30th and as she wanted to hand herreport in on July 1st wanted it by the last day of June. Helped one messenger sent down byLaw firm hunt up some cases that they were not sure of. Truckman came, glad to say hebrought a new copy of no. 5 Re-Statement on Agency. So many odds and ends to look afterand book to put away didn't get much done on bindery job. 8 in Lib. Messrs Henry Hudsonand Leslie Bass most of afternoon.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenCounted up book and circulation statistics to date, also fines. Haven't finished ink moneyrecord yet. Clipped the statements in this book + circulation statistics book to hold forcompletion + report to morrow.
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Wednesday June 29, 19328 - 12:15 [C. F. Heiskell]Mr. Warner took Mr. Blackard's copy of no. 5 of Agency out of Lib. as we had gotten anotherfor our files – said if needed he'ld bring back. Made new boxes of these AgencyRe-Statements and divided as having so many in one box caused them to get torn. Mr.White using Lib. this A.M. Being out of bindery slip – went back to St. Rept. numbering.Some wanting to know if Library and School work would be closed on Monday July 1st?Miss Long brought up for files the Cumulative[?] no. of Tenn. Law Rev. v. 10, no. 4. 10 inLibrary.1:15 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished making up statements for Miss Baker to date. Looked over all students texts forpossible rebinds, also all the most used reference texts and all N.Y. reports. Can't label themyet but they can be collated + pages mended. The binder is charging extra for that.Transferred House + Sen. Journals, Tenn., from RR-2 to NW stack-1 + put Bar copies withthem. Pr7 - 9:30 C. F. HeiskellWent over the N.Y. Rept that I've checked on list for defects in paging and torn places, onlyfound a few pages necessary for mending the paging is quite good but the backs bad – hopesome of the Mass. can be sent also. 3 using Library. A Miss Ruth Stephens, Instructor fromHill came wanting Cardozo's book "The Nature of Judicial Process". Said she would be therewith it before the 2 weeks were up.
Thursday June 30 19328 - 12:15 E. L. OgdenGot Mr. McClure to go to Main Lib for bindery slips + proceeded with N.Y. reports. Didcollate them after all. Miss Baker phoned. Wants all cash we can spare (keep some forchange) turned in tomorrow. I will take it when I go at 500 or get Mr. McClure to. We can'tget our record book + turn in receipt this time. Miss Williams will have to order one. Havetorn out a sheet as a sample. Mr. Witham approves following style of Minn. Reportsrecently rebound for all rebinds of state reports. "Lawyer's list 1931" and Amer. + CanadianInsurance Counsel 1931 gift from W.T. Kennerly. Sent to Main for cataloging. Truckmancame. See notice about leaves. Ten in Lib but few at a time. One or none at times.1:15 - 6 C. F. HeiskellLooked over some more of N.Y. Rept. also did some bindery slips and helped students. 6 inLibrary.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenContinued binding. Mr. McClure had a phone message his baby was worse. He was out atthe time + when he came back stayed till regular closing. Said the child was better when heleft home after supper.Circulation – For monthly statements see book of circulation statistics. Total for yr – 1454including 238 to lawyers. [ACCESSIONS]
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedOct. 8[1931] V. 70, Ct. of Claims 101629 1Oct. 10 V. C, 1931 Pub. Utilities 101918 1[Oct. 10] V. 49, 2d Ser, Federal 101908 1[Oct. 10] V. 39, 2nd Ser, Southwestern 101914 1Oct. 14 176 N.E. 101947 1[Oct. 14] 299 Pac 101972 1
[Oct. 14] 1928, 1929 Corporation manual(29th,30th 347.1 C822) 101250-251 2[Oct.] 23 1927 Corp. manual 101249 1[Oct.] 30 135 S.W. So. 102077 1[Oct. 30] 1931 Tenn. Pub. Acts 102042 1
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Summary for October. Books in Library Oct. 16809“ added in Oct. 11“ withdrawn in Oct. 0Net additions 11Books in Library Nov. 1 6820
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedNov. 2 Clark, Criminal Law 41657 1 rebd[Nov. 2] Bogert, Trusts 61286 1 rebd[Nov. 2] V. 300, Pacific 102142 1[Nov. 2] V. 40, 2nd Ser, Southwestern 102148 1 [Nov. 2] V. 74, A.L.R. 102199 1Nov. 4 Vattel's law of nations 1820 1 tr. toMain 1Nov. 6 50 Fed, Jy - S. 1931 102210 1[Nov. 6] 71 Ct of Claims 102212 1
[Nov. 6] Code of Tenn. 1932 1temp.edNov. 10 V. 155, Atlantic 102256 1Nov. 17 9 Proc. Amer. Law Inst 1Nov. 20 V. 1, Pacific 2d Ser 102355 1V. 2, Tenn. Public Acts, 1925 102278 1Nov. 24 Cooley, Illustrative cases on persons1913 1
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Summary for NovemberBooks in Library Nov. 1 6820“ added in Nov. 8“ Transferred to Main. 1Net additions 7Books in Lib. Dec. 16827
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedDec. 2 Vol. 237, Northwestern 102500 1[Dec. 2] Vol. 159, Southeastern 102505 1[Dec. 2] Vol. 55 Corpus Juris 102504 1[Dec.] 9 Trusler, Essentials of school law 1[Dec. 9] U.S. Code Suppl. 4 1931 not acc. 1Summary for December Books in Library Dec. 16827“ added in Dec. 5“ withdrawn [in Dec.] 0Net additions 5 In Library Dec. 316832Exclusive of additions from K.B.L.A.
Date Author, Title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedJan. 4 V. 1, Uniform Sales Law Act 99789 1* donot count[Jan. 4] V.75, A.L.R. 102667 1[Jan. 4] V. D 1931 Pub. Utilities 102663 1Jan. 8 V. 12, Tenn. App.’s Repts (1926 - 31) 102758 1[Jan. 8] V.2, 2d ser, Pacific Rpt. 102756 1
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[Jan. 8] V.51, 2d Ser Fed. Rpt. 102757 1
[Jan.] 12 Shepard's Southwestern Rept’erCitations Ano. (1931 supp.) 102847 1Jan. 14 V. 177, Northeastern 102831 1[Jan. 14] V.136, Southrn [sic] 102760 1[Jan. 14] V.41, 2nd Ser, Southwetern [sic] 102769 1[Jan.] 20 3 Pac. 2d ser 102966 1[Jan. 20] Shepard's Fed. Reptr. Citations Jan. 32 1
[Jan.] 22 283 U.S. 102979 1countedinFeb.[Jan.] 29 1932 World Almanac 103050 1Summary for January 1932 Books in Library Jan. 16832“ added in Jan. 10“ withdrawn 0Net additions 10Total in Library Jan. 316842*superseded old vol; acc’n no. transferred to new.
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedFeb. 1 L.R. (1931) K.B. v. 1-2 103081-82 2[Feb. 1] L.R. (1931) Chanc. v. 1-2 103079 -80 2[Feb. 1] L.R. (1931) Appeals 103083 1[Feb. 1] L.R. (1931) Probate 103084 1[Feb.] 4 56 CJ cop. 1 103102 1
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[Feb.] 10 V. 160, Southeastern 103129 1[Feb. 10] V. 42, (2d ser) Southwestern 103226 1[Feb. 10] V. 156, Atlantic 103226 1Feb. 10 Opinions Atty Gen. Rept 1929 - 30 102269 1
[Feb. 10] V. 6, 1930 - Pub. Utility Fortnightly 103282 1[Feb. 10] 1931 Corp. Manual 103394 1[Feb.] 23 U.S. Statutes (temporary ed) 71c 2s in2 v. 71c 2s in 2v. not acc'd 4
[Feb. 23] Me. state bar ass'n Proc. 2d, 5, 6, 8 -16(1893 - 1908/09) 13[Feb. 23] 52 Fed. Nov. - Dec. 31 103491 1[Feb. 23] 238 N.W. Oct. 21 - Dec. 16 '31 103495 1
[Feb.] 24 56 C.J. cop. 2 (v. 1-14,14A, 15-55acc'd withacc. nos. forC.J. cop.2(Bar set) 57
[Feb]. 26 Bar Lib. books accessioned + addedtoshelf cds 12[Feb.] 27 V. 4, 2d ser. Pacific 103818 1[Feb. 27] Caldwell's Bench and Bar of Tenn. 103424 1[Feb. 27] Knoxville City Plan, 1930. 103820 1
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Summary for February. Books in Library Feb. 16842“ added in Feb. 187*“ withdrawn [in Feb.] 0Net additions 187Total in Libr. Mar. 17029 add one omitted in Jan.7030*Includes vols from Knoxville Bar Library Ass'n. accessionedCorpus Juris 57 v. 57N.Y. Reports 100 v. 100Various treatises 12 v. 12
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn Pamsadded1932Mar. 2 137 Southern 103901 1[Mar.] 5 New York Supp. V. 251 103047 1[Mar. 5] New York Supp. V. 252 103048 1[Mar. 5] V. 76, A.L.R. 104032 1
[Mar.] 8 Ala state bar ass'n. Proc. 31st- 40th(1908-17); 44(1921); 1927; 1929 14acc'd as9[Mar. 8] Internat'l law situations 1930 104057 1[Mar.] 10 1982 Supp. to Collier on Bank'pty[Mar.] 11 Treatises ("Bar cops") 14 v. acc'd 14[Mar. 11] U.S. Reports, Law ed. ("Bar cop") acc'd 22[Mar. 11] N.Y. Suppl. vols acc'd 179
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[Mar. 11] Tenn. Session laws. Pub. 1919 cop.4(Law Lib had another cop) 33404 tr. toMain 1Mar. 16 43 S.W. (2d ser) Dec. 15, '31 - Ja 19,'32 104210 1[Mar. 16] 1931 E Pub. Util. Rpts 104199 1[Mar. 16] A.L.R. Digest 58-75 not acc'd 1 do notcount[Mar. 16] 7 Current Dig. Je - Dec. 1931 104209 1[Mar. 16] Uniform laws, annotated.Supplements 10[Mar. 16] Prelim. print 284 U.S., no.2, 3 2Mar. 23 18 Amer. bankruptcy reports 103128 156 Amer Bar Ass'n Proc. 1931 104407 1Digest Corp. law of Del. 1931 cat'd notacc'd 1Mar. 24 Treatises acc'd 17ALR cop.2 76Mar. 28 V. 1, 1931 Legal directory Martindale-Hubbell 103421 1[Mar. 28] V. 2, 1931 Legal directory Martindale-Hubbell 103422 1
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[notecard taped into journal opposite March accessions]Treatises acc'd in March vols.Abbott. Dig. corp. 1Amer. + Engl. dec. in equity 6Barringer. Mines. 1Bouvier. Dict. 3Citer-digest, U.S. 2Collier-Banks. Ed. 13 4Daniel, Negotiable Instr. 2Greenleaf Ev. 2Humphrey, Forms 1Joyce - Com'l paper 2“ Insurance 5Lawson, Rights +c. 3Norton. Bills 1Pomeroy Equity 6Rose Digest US Sup. Ct. 1Schouler. Marriage +c. 3Shearman Negligence 3Smith Leading cases 1Street - Legal liability 3Sutherland - Damages 5Thompson's Shannon's Code1Wait - Actions +c. 4Wigmore - Ed. 2 Evidence 3 4Williston - Contracts 5Total 68 69over -Previously acc’d – vols.Williston Sales 2Schouler Personal prop. 1Cooley - Munic. corp 1Taylor - Due process 1Hughes - Ev. 1Woodward, Quasi Contracts 1Maupin Real prop 1Gray perpetuities 1Sears Minimizing taxes 1and 2 others (what?) making 12 in all—Add for March
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Tenn. Acts added - 14 v.Summary for March.Volumes in Library March. 1 7030“ added in March* 381“ withdrawn0“ transferred to Main Libr. 1Net additions 380Books in Lib. Apr. 1 7410Includes books added from Bar Libr., acc'd – Treatises, 69; Tenn. Acts, 14 v.; U.S. (Law ed.) 22 v.;N.Y. Suppl. 179 v.; A.L.R. + dig. 76 v.
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedApr. 4 Uniform Law anno. v. 9 104872 1[Apr. 4] 1931, Un. St. Law Proc. 104869 1Apr. 4 Vol. 53 Fed. 2d Ser 104878 1[Apr. 4] Vol. 178, Northeastern 104879 1[Apr. 4] [Vol.] 5 Pacific 2nd ser 104860 1[Apr. 4] [Vol.] 239 Northwestern 104877 1[Apr.] 6 Amer. Bankruptcy Rpts v. 1-49(o.s.) 49[Apr. 6] " "" n.s. v. 1-17 17[Apr. 6] R.C.L. cop. 2 (from K. Bar Libr.Ass'n) 28[Apr. 6] " "Suppl. 8 v. Index 2 v. 10Apr. 18 V. 163, Tenn. Rpts. 104977 1[Apr. 18] 1927, 1929-30, 1931 Tenn Officialdirectory + Blue Book 104978 3[Apr. 18] 1932 Legal directory (Standard) 104979 1
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[Apr. 18] V. 257, New York Rept. 104976 1
20 Corpus-juris. Cyc annotations, 1932 notacc'd 1[Apr.] 26 V. 157, Atlantic 105226 1[Apr. 26] V. 161, S. Eastern 104975 1[Apr. 26] V. 138, Southern 105220 1[Apr.] 29 V. 6, 2nd Ser, Pacific 105305 1[Apr. 29] V. 44, 2nd Ser, Southwestern 105306 1Summary for May April Volumes in Library April 17410Vols added in Apr.* 119withdrawn 0Net additions 119Total May 17529*Includes vols. from K.B.L.A. accessioned Amer. Bankruptcy reports 66 v. RCL with ind. + suppl. 38v.
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedMay3 Vol. 253, N.Y. Supplement 105425 114 [Vol.] 57, Corpus Juris 105595 1[14] [Vol.] 77, A.L.R. 105594 118 57 CJ cop. 2 105679 1U.S.C.A. Pam sup Dec. 7 1931 - 28 Mr1932 124 V. A. 1932, P.U.R. 105844 1[24] Senate Journal, Tenn. 1931 105423 127 V. 54, Federal 2nd Ser 105953 1
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[27] V. 158, Atlantic 105952 1[27] V. 240, North Western 105954 1[27] V. 7, Pacific 2nd Ser 105955 1[27] V. 45 S. Western 105956 1Summary for May.Books in Library May 1 7529“ added in May* 266“ withdrawn [May] 0Net additions 266Books in LawLibrary June 17795*Includes vols. from K.B.L.A. acc'd:Amer. dig. Century ed. 50 v.“ ” 1st Dec. 25 [total] 255“ ” 2nd " 24Tenn. Sup. Ct. Rpts 160 v. in 156
Date Author, title Accessionnumber Booksadded With-drawn PamsaddedJune10 139 So (18 F - 31 Mr. 1932) 106181 1High on receivers. Ed. 4 (KBLA cop.) 1179 N.E. (27 Ja - 30 Mr.) 106183 1Sedgwick, "Statutory +c. 1857"(KBLA cop) 110 Je Index to legal periodicals Oct.1928-Sep. 1931 106182 115 Je High on receivers 1876 cop.2 1[15 Je] Shepard's Tenn. Citations Je 1932 1[15 Je] U.S.C.A. Special Pam. Revenue Act1932 1
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[15 Je] 254 N.Y. Supplement 106268 1[15 Je] Tenn. Acts – 1st + 2nd ex. sess. 1931 106246 122 Je 55 Fed (2d ser) Mr - Ap. 1932 106402 1[22 Je] 162 SE 18 F - 14 Ap '32 106405 1[22 Je] 46 SW 22 Mr - 12 Ap '32 106493 1[22 Je] 8 Pac. 2d ser. 18 Mr - 8 Ap. 106494 1[22 Je] 35 Volunteer 1932 1[Je] 28 241 N.W. 22 Mr. - 27 Ap. 106676 1[Je 28] V. 1, Tenn. Priv. Acts 1931 cop. 2 106408 1[Je 28] V. 2 " " "" cop. 2 106409 1 [Je 28] 1931, House Journal Tenn. cop. 2 106411 1L.R.A., (K.B.L.A. not acc'd)Summary –Books in Library June 1 7795“ added in June 174“ withdrawn [in June] 0Net additions 174* Total in Library July 17969*Includes books from K.B.L.A. LRA (with digest + index) 157 v.Treatises 2 v.
[FINES]Date Name Due PaidOct. 7 E. Caroway 35 35Oct. 21 H. Jamison 25 25Oct. 26 Caroway 25 15Stivers 30 30
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Nov. 2 Caroway 35 35Nov. 2 Lunsford 15 15
9 Jamison 25 25Dec. 3 Meredith 30 30[Dec.] 8 Dalston, Ed. Jr. 1.40 1.40Jan. 4 '32 Rochelle, Anne 2.75 2.75[Jan. 4 '32] Wilson, William C. 45 45[Jan. 4 '32] Bernstein ? (excused)[Jan. 4 '32] Johnson, G.C. 1 bk. 251 bk. 35 2535Jan. 7 '32 H. Jamison 25 2511 C.R. Moore 50 50
Jan. 12 Dalston, Jon 25 25[Jan. 12] [Dalston] Ed Jr. 25 25
25 Moore, R.L. 25 25
[25] Tate, Osear 50 50
[25] Meredith, Ray 25 25
29 R Leslie BassJan total 7.70 25 25Feb. 1 A.J. Golightly 30 30[Feb.] 18 Sam E. Young 75 75
23 Feb total 1.05Mar. 2 Morrell 75 75
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7 Badgett 5 5Anderson 90 90Mar. 7 Whalen 30 30Bernstein 30 30[Mar.] 16 JarvisTotal April 3.75 1.40 1.40[Mar.] 29 Moore, R. 5April 3 Styles 25 25
12 Doughty 75 75[April] 16 Mr. Peters 75 75[April] 25 Gray, Richard2.00 25 25May 3 Creig(Took 10.00 to Main May 4) 30 30[May]10 Jamison 1.40 1.40Je 1 Styles 1.15 1.15[Je] 28 Joe Dalston 50 50
30 Craig3.25 40 40
Statement July 1 1931 to June 30, 1932On hand July 1, 1931 6.90Collected July 1, 1931 - Je 30, 1932 21.35$28.25Sent Main Lib. Jan. 8 10.00“ ” “ My 4 10.00 20.00On hand July 1 8.25InkOn hand July 1, 1931 1.90Collected 1931/32 2.28
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4.24Sent Main Nov. 1 1.852.39 [DISPLAY LIST][loose page at end of journal]For display - 1931 - Oct. –Date displ. PublicationOct. 1 The new Juryman thinks aloud. Journal of the Am.Judicature Soc. George S. Dalgetyv. XV, no. 2 pp. 56-60Oct. 9 Forces remolding a lawyer’s life. Amer bar assn jour.James Grafton Rogersv. XVII, no. 10 pp.639-642Oct. 15 Tenn Supreme CourtGreen Bag v. 5, 120, 171,27_Albert D. MarksNov. 12 Are judges human? Pt. 1Penn. law review v. 80, no.1 By Jerome Frankpp. 17-53Dec. 1 Mr. Justice BrandeisColumbia law reviewv. XXXI,by Chief Justice Hughesno. 714 Roger Brooke TaneyAmer. bar ass’n journal v. 7,no. 12by Chief Justice Hughes1932
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Jan. 12 Are Judges Human? pt. 2Penn law review v. 80, no. 2,By Jerome Frankpp. 233-267[loose page at end of journal][C. F. Heiskell] Statement as to wastepaper - Last fall C. F. H. called up the two persons that hadbeen handling wastepaper, D.W. Hughes and Knoxville Junk Co. Found the Hughes Co. was out ofthis business and they informed me to this other party who on being called up said, they would ifwished for, come and get paper +c to get it out of our way but would not pay anything for it – but,if, we sent it to them they would pay a small sum of 10cts a hundred - I think it was.
